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r· FOREWORD 
It is now well recognized that reduction of wave interference 
errors in radio direction finding requires the use of large aperture 
antenna systems. Application of the wide-aperture principle in the case 
of shipboard or aircraft antennas involves the construction of arrays
around the various conducting surfaces of the ship or aircraft. The
general methods of pattern synthesis described in this report by Dr.
D uHamel will enable the antenna engineer to design arrays that will
produce specified radiation patterns,. using arrangements of antenna
elements placed upon a circle, ellipse, elliptical cylinder, sphere,
spheroid or ellipsoid; either with or without a concentric reflecting
s urface. For some cases a method for obtaining an optimum design is 
indicated. In general, actual structures will only approximate the 
simple surfaces considered, and practical difficulties may preclude the 
use of the optimum de�ign. Nevertheles� theoretical solutions.for 
simple geometries as given herein can serve. as a guide to design in 
actual cases Of course these methods of antenna pattern synthesis 
apply equally well in the case of acoustical radiators 
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ABSTRACT 
A general method of pattern synthesis i� presented for �n arr�y
of antenna elements placed on a circle, an ellipse, a sphere, a sphero1� 
a nd an ellipsoid Since only the element pattern is required the 
antenna elements may be dipoles or loops, either with or without a 
concentric reflecting surface,· or slots This method of pattern syn­
thesis could be qui te useful in the design of antenna systems for 
direction finding, radar, and other applications 
The general technique is as fol lows· For each case the antenna 
e lements are replaced by a continuous distribution of sources An 
orthogonal set of functions obtained from the solution of the scalar 
wave equation for the corresponding coordinate system. is used to 
represent the source distribution It is then shown that the radiation 
pattern is also expressed in terms of the same set of orthogonal func­
tions Due to the orthogonality. the coefficients of the functions may 
be easily evaluated for a given radiation pattern In turn this allows 
the required source distribution to be determined merely by summing the 
set of functions, The radiation pattern of the continuous source dis­
tribution may be closely approximated by a certain number of antenna 
elements 
For a circular array_ a simple Fourier series constitutes the 
orthogonal set of functions A procedure is developed for determining 
the source distribution required to produce an optimum radiation pattern 
i n  the sense that for a given side lobe level the beam width is a 
m1n1mum The optimum patterns are derived from the Tchebycheff poly­
nomials in a manner similar to that used by Dolph and Riblet for a 
broadside array A comparison between the optimum and the beam-co­
phasal designs for a circular array indicates that the optimum patterns 
a re considerably better, but that the beam-co-phasal design would be 
simpler for wide band applications The pattern of a circular array 
may also be expressed in terms of a polynomial It is then possible 
to apply much of the pattern theory of the linear array as developed 
by Schelkunoff Taylor and Whinnery to the circular array 
The angular Mathieu functions are used to represent the source 
distribution for the elliptical array The pattern synthesis is quite 
similar to that for the circular array although the calculations are 
more complicated because of the limited range of available tables on 
Mathieu functions An expression for the pattern of an elliptical array 
with beam-co-phasal excitation is obtained 
For an array of antenna elements on a sphere use is made of the 
spherical surface harmonics The method of pattern synthesis which is 
presented for the spherical array may also be applied to a spheroidal 
and an ellipsoidal array The design of a spherical array to produce 
a pencil-beam pattern with equal side lobe levels is carried through 
in order to illustrate the method 
The methods of pattern synthesis for linear arrays are also in­
cluded since much of the theory may be applied to other types of antenna 
systems In addition, a method of obtaining the optimum current dis­
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Most Radio Direction Finding Systems make use of comparatively 
simple antenna systems such .as the Adcock array or crossed loops In 
order to increase the sensitivity and/or decrease site and multi-path 
errors , more complicated antenna systems have been used An example is 
the German "Wullenwe b er " array which consisted of forty monopoles 
equally spaced on a circle of many wavelengths diameter with a smaller 
concentric ·reflecting screen In the design of complex antenna struc -
tures it is quite helpful to have a method of pattern synthesis avail -
able The primary objective of this research has .been to formulate and 
develop new methods of pattern syntheses Tiae material presented here 
represents a major portion of the authors doctoral thesis 60 ) 
In order to avoid confusion , some basic definitions will be re -
peated here The radiation pattern of an antenna is a graphical repre -
sentation of the radiation of energy from the antenna as a function of 
direction The radiation may be expressed in terms of the electric 
field strength or in terms of power per unit angle For these two cases 
the radiation pattern is termed as a field strength pattern and a power 
pattern respectively The powe t pattern i s proportional to the square 
of the field strength pattern . In the following , only field strength 
patterns will be considered unless specified otherwise . 
It is a straightforward task to calculate the radiation pattern of 
an antenna system if the distribution of the currents on the s ystem is 
known The inverse problem of determining the current distribution 
required to produce a specified radiation pattern (commonly referred 
to as pattern synthesis) is much more difficult Tne difficulties con -
nected with antenna pattern synthes is can be illustrated by the fol -
lowing example Suppose we are given N separate antenna elements 
located in a certain region and a prescribed radiation pattern F(~ , 0) 
(~ and 0 are the spherical coordinates ) The actual pa ttern of the 
system , E( ~ , 0), is a linear function of the N different antenna currents 
Let the current in each element be proportional to I
0 
Then if we set 
E(~ . 8 ) = F(~ , 8) for N different direct i ons we obtain N simultaneous 
equations from which the N coeffic ients In may be dete rmined If these 
currents are then produced on the antennas . the resulting pattern will 
.approximate F(~ , 8) in the sense that E(~ 1 8) is equal to F( ~ 1 8) at N 
points (In this simplified example we have overlooked the iifficulties 
introduced .by the orientation of the antennas a nd t l e polarization of 
the radiation ) If N were large it would be quite tedious to solve the 
N simultaneous equations in order to determine t h e required antenna 
currents This labor may be avoided if it is possible to express the 
radiation pattern o f an antenna system by an orthogonal set of f unctions , 
the coefficients of the functions being simply related to the antenna 
currents If this is the case , then the antenna currents may be solved 
for in a simple direct manner 
Unti 1 recently , this orthogonalization tec hnique had been applied 
only to an antenna system of the simplest ge ometry , t he linear array 
This technique will be applied to other types of antenna systems in this 
report It is also possible to simplify the synthesis problem by other 
methods of attack , the most important being referred to in the report 
\ 
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A desired radiation pattern is usually specified as a function of 
~fora constant value of 8 (spherical coordinate system) . In general , 
only the ma gnitude of the pattern is prescribed , the phase of the pat-
tern being arbitrary Obviously , the solution is then not unique 
Sometimes , only general properties of the pattern may be demanded . An 
example of such a synthesis problem is that the side lobe level should 
be a minimum for a given beam width These problems will be discussed 
in the following pages 
In Chapter II we s hall review the methods of p attern synthesis 
for a linear array Included is an outline of Dolph ' s method of deter -
mining the optimum current distribution for the .broadside array . An 
extension of this method is then applied to the endfire array The 
synthesis methods for a "circular and an elliptical array are developed 
in Chapters III and I V Finally , a general technique of pattern syn -
t hesis for an array of radiators placed on a closed surface is discussed 
in Chapter V 
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II . LINEAR ARRAYS 
Linear arrays are •used quite ·frequently ·for ,both radio and acous -· 
ti cal applications . -They •may ,be •used ·to produce ·either ·a ·narrow ·beam 
pattern or ,a prescribed -radiation -pattern . •An ,attempt •wi ll -be ·made ·to 
present •the -more -:important •aspects of •pattern ·synthesis ·for •l:i:near 
arrays -A •basic ·understanding-of •linea r -arrays ·is quite -helpful •to ·the 
reader •since·much of-the theory•may ·be applied ·to other ·types of ,antenna 
systems . ·Since ·linear arrays ha ve been •covered extensively in the 
literature . the •ma t erial in this chapter (except -that ·for the section 
on the opti mum current distribution for an endfire array) ,has -been drawn 
from other sources 
A , l i near arr ay is a series of radiators with points , similarly 
situated on the radiators . colinear for which the individual radiators 
are geometrically identical _ similarly .oriented and energized .at 
similaFly situated points The radiators differ only in the relative 
·magnitudes .and phases of the current excitations These properties 
insure that the radiation ·patterns of the radiators are not only the 
same bu t are :a lso similarly .oriented It follows then that -the radia · 
tion pat tern of ·the array is the product of the element pa ttern.and the 
"' space factor " The ,spaoe ·fac !o r of -an a:,:-ray is defined .as the r ad:r.ation 
pa t tern .of a similar array of ·isot r op i c or non dire c ti ve radia t ing 
elements 
Only equispaced linear .arrays will be cons i dered in the follow i ng 
First we will study t he polynomial formulation -of the linear .array in 
whi ch the space fac t or is rep r esented by .a complex polynomi al Many 
useful characteristi c s of,an .array ·may be derived by us ing this tech• 
nique Nex t we will consider ,a direct method,of ,pattern synthes i s·in 
which t h e s pa c e factor i s written .as a Fou r ier serie s The n t his 
synthesis method will .he used t o obtain the optimum current di s t ribut i on 
for -both .a .broadside ,and,an endfire array 
2. 1 Po lynom ial Formulat ion .of the Linear Array 
Schelkunoff ( 47 ) has shown that the pa ttern& of l i nea r ,a rrays may be 
r epresented .by polynomials .and that t his representation .becomes a ve r y 
useful tool in the.analysis and -synthesi s of .antenna a r r ays Addi tional 
work on the polynomial formulation .of the _lieear -array pr oblem was pub· 
li she d recently by Taylor and Wh i nnery ( oJ) The i mportant results of 
t hese pape r s will be presented in t hi s secti on 
Consider an equispaced linear .array of N element s situa te d a t 
positions x 0 , x 0 + d , x 0 + (N - l)d upon -a line with an origin at 0 
a s illustrated in Fig . 1 Let the elements be numbered O_ 1, 2 




where An may be complex and exp(.-jna) represents a progressive phase 
~ 3-
delay from left to right. 
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where the propagation constant S is equa l to 2rr/A . The radiation 
intensity pin a given direction is the power per unit solid angle 
radiated in that direction Here Po is the radiation intensity pattern 
of a single element and is known as the element factor The form of the 
element factor depends upon the type and the orientation of the radiato~ 
For a vertical antenna in a spherical coordinate system , the element 
factor is given by the product of sin 8 and a constant . In general, Jo 
will be a function of both 8 and <P . The summation is known as the space 
facto r and will be denoted by S In most cases the space factor is 
primarily responsible for the directivity of the array ; hence it is the 
quantity upon which the most attention is focused , The remainder of 
this chapter will be concerned with only the space factor If the 
0 
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GEOMETRY OF THE LINEAR ARRAY 
element factor has a decided effect upon the radiation pattern . it may 
be taken into account as follows Suppose pis specified Then it is 
only necessary to divide SP by Po and then synthesize the space factor S 
by one of the methods to be described so that IS ( = (p/ p0 )½ 
From above , the space factor may be written as 
s 
N -1 
jx 0 w/d \ A jn~ 
e L '"ne (2--2) 
n=O 
where W = Bd cos cp - a The term exp(jx 0 a/d) has been removed since it 
is a constant From (2 - 2) it is seen that IS i is periodic in w with~ 
period of 2n: . The relationship betwee~ S , 'If , (!) , Sd , and a is shown 
graphically in Fig 2 The diameter of the semi - circle 2Sd . determines 
how much of the function S appears in the actual radiation pattern The 
progressive phase delay (-a) determines which portion of S appears in 
the radiation pattern From symmetry it is obvious that the pattern 
will be symmetrical about the line of the array so that it is necessary 
to cons ider values of (I) in the range O to n: only .. For -half - wave length 
spacing (Sd ~ n:) exactly one peri od .of ISi is visible in the (I) pattern. 
Since it is undesirable to haTe more than one major lobe in the (I) 
pattern , the element spacing for ,a broadside array (a = 0° ) is us ually 
r estricted to be less than a wavelength ( Sd = 2n:) whereas for an e n<l f i r e 
array (a = Sd) a limit of a half .wavelength (Sd rr) is imposed 
For the following let us take th e origin at the O element Then 
x 0 ~ 0 and if we let z - exp(j'!f) the space factor becomes 
N-1 





whi ch i s s i mply a fin i te polynomial in z . Since .J'l' is always imaginary , 
t he absolute value of z is a l ways uni ty and z is always on t he ci r cum 
ference of t he unit circle Viewed in the complex p l ane (see Fig . 3 ) z 
moves 1n t he clockwise direction as (I) increases from Oto n: As -before . 
the r ange of 'If is 2Sd . The active range of Wis illus t rated for a b r oad · 
side array and an endfire array with 3X/4 and \/4 spacing respe c t ive l y 
Schelkunoff set forth the three fundamental t heorems given below · 
Theo r em I · " Every l i near array wit h commensurabl e s epara ti ons 
between the elements can be represented by a polynomia l _ and eve r y 
polynomial can be i nterpreted as a linear ar r ay " 
The ar em II " There exists a linear array with a space factor equa l 
t o the product of the space factors of two linear a Trays " 
Theo r em III . '· The space facto r of a l i near array o f n apparen t 
el ements is the product of (n - 1 ) vir t ual coup l ets wi th their nu ll 
points at t he zeros of S .. " 
The degree of the polynomial which represents an ar r ay i s always 
one less t han the apparent number of elements . The actu a l numbe r of 
el ements is a t most equal to the apparent numbe r and is less when one 
or more of the excitation coefficients is zero The polynomial (2 -3 ) 1s 
defined for all values of the complex variable z The space factor 1s 
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FIGURE 2 GRAP HIC AL REPRESENTATION OF THE RELAT ION BETWEENS , ~ . AND~ FOR A 





FIGURE 3 (A) REPRESENTATION OF z AS A FUN CTION OF W 
(B) ACT IVE RANGE OF z FOR a = 0 AND d ~ 3A/4 
(c) ACT IVE RANGE OF z FOR a = ~d AND d = A/4 
(C) 
Theorem II may be used to derive the patterns for the binomial and 
triangular current distributions from the pattern for the uniform array . 
Theorem III follows from the fundamental theorem of -algebra con · 
cerning the number of roots of a polynomial . By Theorem III the -abso · 
-lute value of the space facto r may -be written as 
( 2 .. 4) 
where zn is a zero of the polynomial It is evident from this relation 
that IS i in any direction is given by the products of the distances from 
z (corresponding to the chosen direction) to the nul l points of the 
polynomial . 
Z=I 
FIGURE 4 DISPOSI T ION OF NU LL PO INTS FOR 
(A) UN IFORM ENDF IRE ARRAY AND 
(B) ENDF IRE ARRAY WITH NU LLS EQU I-SPACED IN RANGE OF W 
FOR d = A/ 4 
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This fact is quite useful when the pattern of an array whose null points 
are known is to be plot t ed 
Consider as a simple example a six element uniform array Then 
which 1s equal to 
The null points of this array are the n ' th roots of unity (excluding 
z = 1) and are illustrated in Fig 4a For an endfire array with A/4 
element spacing the range of 'l' is as indicated in Fig 4a . and the 
pat te rn is given by curve A in Fig 5, Notice that only three of the 
zeros of IS i appea r in the vi sible pat t ern Sche lkunoff has demonstrated 
that the directivity of an endfire array may be considerably improved by 
equispacing the zeros of IS i in the active range of •'l' For the above 
example the nulls would then be placed as shown in Fig 4b Th i s 
placement of the nulls results in the improved pattern gi ven by curve B 
in Fig . 5. The improvement is even greater when the element spacing is 
smaller Figure 6, shows this improvement for an endfire array with 
d · A/8 The exci tation .coefficients for the endfire array wi t ~1 equ i · 
spaced nulls may be obtained by substituting the values of .the null 
points in ( 2 .. 4) and expanding t he produc ts into a polynomial I t must 
be emphasized however . t ha t this method o f •equispacing the nulls in the 
r ange of •'l' fo r small element spacings leads to a super·gain array Tha t 
is . t he excitation currents are relatively large with phase reversals 
between adjacent elements This leads t o an inefficient <59 > antenna 
array When this method of .equispacing t he nulls is applied to a broad· 
side array the resulting pattern is not at all directi ve However an 
optimum design for the broadside array has been der ived by Dolph and 
will be discussed later This optimum design is equivalent to an 
optimum placement of the nulls of the .space factor Dolph ' s method .may 
be ex tended to the endfire array (see Sec tion 2 4) . A slightly better 
pattern than that .of t he equispaced nulls may be obtained by using this 
method 
.Le t us return now to Eq (2 ·2) where x 0 f O and study some mo re 
fundamental properties of linear. a;rays . Consider the .expression 
s z 
N - 1 
xo/d 
L 
n ' 0 
( 2 · 5) 
where now .z = reJ'l' Notice that (2 --5) reduces to (2 •2) when r "' 1 By 
taking the logarithm of (5) the magni tude and phase of Smay be sep • 
arated , becoming respectively the real and imaginary parts of log S 
log S = log ISi + j arg S 
- 8-
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If the polynomial part of (2--5) 1.s written as a product of the form 
(2 --4) , then we have 
log !SI log I~ _ 1 I + (x 0 /d) -log lz I + 
N - 1 
\ 
L 
n = 1 
(2 - 7) 
The following six theorems are quoted from Taylor and Whinnery 
The first four are concerned only with magnitude of -the space factor , 
log !SI The polynomial of (2 -5) may have zeros (roots) anywhere in the 
complex plane The first theorem is concerned with the image points of 
the polynomial roots (A complex number Zn has an image point defined 
by 1/z; where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate ) 
Theo re m IV ' If any or several of the roots of the polynomial 
portion of S(z) are moved to their respective image points the relative 
variation of log !Si on the unit circle is unchanged " 
The theorem may be easily proved after showing that log \z - znj differs 
from log lz - 1/z;I only by a constant 
As a consequence of this theorem we are now -faced with a question 
of -uniqueness of solution _ for if a root -of -S (z) is mo ved to its image 
point the relative pattern of the array is unchanged yet the exci -
tation coefficients are quite different Thus it is possible to ha,e 
a t least two different arrays produce the same relative pa ttern An 
attempt to organize the possible different cases is made in the f ollJw· 
ing theorems . 
Theo re m V · " If all the roots of S (z) lie on the unit circle the 
solution to t he array problem is unique '' 
This follows from the fact that roots on the unit circle already co · 
incide with their image points , For this type of an array S goes to 
ze ro N - 1 times on the unit circle if none of the roots are multiple 
The uniform and Dolph <33 > arrays are importan t examples The nulls are 
placed on the unit circle for these directive arrays so that S goes to 
zero as many times as possible , which in turn assures t hat the a ve r age 
value of Swill be small in the side lobe range of~ Fo r more general 
types of patterns it may be advisable to place the nulls elsewhere 
Theo r em VI · ' ' If in a linea r array the roots o f S( z) not on the 
unit circle comp riae q 1 single roots _ q 2 double roots , · and q 8 roots 




( S + l )qs different series 
of excitation coefficients which will produce the same relative variation 
of log IS I upon the unit circle For the purpose of "this theorem two 
roots lying at the image points of one another are eqtivalent to a 
double root " 
This theorem is obtained by taking into account the possible permu-
tations of the r oots . As an example a six element array with single 
roots not on the unit circle could have 2
6 ~ 32 different current 
distributions p r oducing the same pattern 
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Taylor and Whinnery< 53 > observed that log S(z) is an analytic 
function of z and hence , that log ISi and arg Sare Lap lacian (har · 
monic) The electric potential in a two dimensional conductor is also 
Laplacian By drawing an analogy between these two functions , they were 
able to construct a potential analogue for the linear array Th e 
machine consists of a t wo dimensional conductor with probes introducing 
a fixed current into the conductor at points which correspond to roots 
of the polynomial S(z ) The variation of the potential on the unit 
circle is then measured by an automatic device and is proportional to 
the relative variation of log ISi on the unit circle in the complex z 
plane . The machine is especial! y valuable for synthesis problems since 
the positions of the probes may be moved until the desired pattern is 
obtained The above theorems are quite helpful .in the operation of •the 
•machine 
.Let us now .focus our attention on the phase of the space factor 
arg S " 
N - 1 
\ 
(x 0 /d)'!' + /_,_ arg ( z-z ) n 
n ' 1 
where AN - 1 has been set equal to unity so that its argument 1s zero 
Theorem VII '' At every single root of .S (z) on the unit circle 
arg S changes by rr " 
Thi s result is well known and may he understood .by noticing tha t the 
val ue of arg (z - zn ) changes abruptly by rr a s z approaches . passes 
through . and emerges on the other side of zn 
An important type of pattern is one in which arg S is a linear 
function of '!I on the unit circle with the exception of the poin ts at 
which arg Sis disconti nuous where a root .exists 
The o em VIII ' If each of the roots of S(z) lies either on t he 
unit circle or at the image point of another roo t arg S is a linear 
function of '!I upon all portions o~ the unit circle except at those 
points actually occupi ed by roots Arrays having this proper t y will he 
known as arrays with linear phase variation '' 
I t may he shown that under the above conditions 
arg S ~ [(x 0 /d) + (N - 1)/2]'!' + constant 
where the discontinuous 
quired linear condition 
to the following theorem 
changes have been left out This 1s the re· 
If , now we let x0 /d ~ - (N - 1)/2 , we are led 
Theo re m IX : •· An array with linear phase variat ion becomes an array 
whose space factor is of constant phase if the origin of coordinate s is 
chosen at the physical center of the array ' · 
The word cons t an t is used to mean constant between the discontinuities 
It will he shown later that a constant phase pattern is obtained from a 
- 11-
linear array only if the excitation current of each two , elements , equi -
distant but on opposite sides of the physical center o f the array , are 
complex conjugates . 
Most methods of pattern synthesis assume a constant phase pattern since 
the phase of a required pattern is usually not specified . This will be 
discussed in more detail in the next section . 
The experienced designer may use the polynomial approach as a 
method -of pattern synthesis by placing the -roots of -the polynomial at 
strategic points . However , this is usually a " cut and try " process . 
The grea test value of the polynomial formulation is that the resulting 
theorems afford a clearer insi gh t into the linear array problem . 
2.2 Fourier Ser.ies Formul at ion of the Linear Array 
It will be convenient at this time to change the notation slightly 
for the linear array as indica ted in Fig . 7 The 2N + l antennas are 
numbered from -N to N from left to righL Let the progressive phase 
shift (a) be zero . Then the complex space factor is proportional to 
N 
\ A jn~d cos -~ 
L ne 
n =- N 
Now let \If = ~cl cos ~ and let~ 
Then (2 - 8) -becomes 
an+ jbn where an and bn are real . 
Thus the space factor is represented by a complex Fourier series of 
N + l terms with the variable \If . Now \If is not the independent variable 
but is a function of -~ and the distance cl between the elements . Since~ 
varies from O to rt , the range of •\V is 2~d . Thus if cl > "A./2 , the range 
of \If is greater than 2rt and the pattern will automatically repeat itself. 
Hence it is necessary to restrict cl to be ~ "A./2 for the general pattern 
synthesis to be described . 
If a prescribed pattern f(~) is desired , the relation \If = ~cl cos~ 
may be expanded in a Fourier series which will usually have an infinite 
number of terms . This series may be approximated with any desired 
accuracy by means -of -a finite se rie s of the form (2- 9) . Thea ' s and h ' s 
-12-
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F IGURE 7 NOTATION FOR LINEAR ARRAY 
are easily determined by equating like coefficients of -(2 --9 ) and the 
series for F(w) . Thus the element currents required fo r -a prescribed 
pattern may be evaluated in a straight forward manner . 
From the above , it is evident that both the magnitude and phase of 
the pattern may be specified . Moreover , the -magnitude and phase may be 
prescribed independently . For a given magnitude pattern any number of 
phase patterns may be assigned , each leading to a different a rray . The 
determination of the phase pattern which will result in the simplest 
array is , to the author ' s know ledge , an unsolved problem . 
Only the magnitude pattern is usually assigned in synthesis prob ·· 
lems Since the assignment of the phase pattern is arbitrary , it is 
usually chosen so that a constant phase pattern results . Thi s means 
that the imagin ary part of -(2 ~9) is zero . If this is the case , then 
from Eq (2-9) it is seen that the following -restrict ions -are -required : 
ho = 0 b "' - b n -n 
which mere l y means that A0 is real and that An ·= A~ n ' Then (2-9) 
reduces to 
N 
\ L En(an cos -n 'V - bn sin n\V) 
n~o 
.(2 .. 10) 
where Eo = 1 and En = 2 for -n / 0 -This is the form of the -series that 
is usually found -in the literature . <56 ) 
The example give n by Schelkunoff< 47 ) in his excellent paper will be 
-13-
repeated here . Let f(~) be given by 
0 0 ~ ~ < n:/2 
= 1 n:/2 ~ ~ < n: 
Then if we assume that the sepa rat ion -between the elements is 11./2 , Sd 
becomes .n: . Thus S(w) is defined by 
S(w) = 0 
= 1 n: ~ \V < 2n: (2 - 11) 
Expanding (2 - 11) into a Fourier series gives 
= 1/2 - sin (2K U\JI 
2K 1 
(2 --12) 
Then equating (2 - 12) to (2 ~-10) results rn 
ao 1/2 an = 0 for n f 0 
bn = 0 for -n even 
bn - 1 for n odd . nn: 
-Figure 8 shows several approxim a tions , S2N +1<w} , to S(w) by ,means of 
a finite number of elements -I t will be noticed in these curves that 
S2N +1<w) always overswings the function S(w) at the discontinuities 
w = 0 and n: This characteristic of the Fourier series is called the 
Gibbs phenomenori< 3 ) and is always present no ·matter how ,many terms . N, 
are used for the approximation s2N+l(w) As N becomes large , the 
overswing approaches a lower limit of 9% of the ,discontinuity . 
If the element -spacing is less than 11./2 , the active range of -Wis 
less then 2n: Thus -if a pattern is specified as a function of~ ' then W 
will be -specified for only a portion of the range 2rt .. ·The unused 
portion of -w may then be -fille d with any function which satisfies 
Dirichlet ' s conditions . The function should be so chosen that the 
series (2 10) converges as rapid l y as possible . Examples are given by 
.Jordan <7 ) . 
2. 3 Optimum Current Distribution for a Broadside Array 
In the design of a linear array to produce a beam pattern , it is 
quite important that the beam should be as narrow -as possible and the 
side lobe ,level should be quite low . Dolph< 33 > and Riblet< 45 > devised 
- 14-
F IGURE 8 APPROX IMAT IONS S2N+1<w) , TO DES IRED SPACE FACTOR , S(w) 
( REPRODUCED FROM REFERENCE 47) 
a method of synthesizing an optimum beam pattern for a broadside array 
An optimum pattern is defined as a pattern for which the -beam width is a 
minimum for a given side lobe level or . on the other hand , the side -lobe 
level is a minimum for .a given beam width The optimum patterns are 
obtained from -the Tchebycheff polynomia ls and hence will be referred to 
as either an optimum or -a Tchebycheff pattern An important and nee 
essary property of the Tchebycheff pattern is that the side lobes are all 
equal . 
Dolph and Riblet gave a solution -for -only a broadside array . but 
their method will be extended here* to the endfire array It will be 
less confusing if we consider the broadside and endfire arrays separately 
however The optimum current distribution for the broadside array will 
be obtained fi rst 
Dolph considered linear arrays with either an odd or -even number of 
elements . For simplicity only an odd -number , 2N + 1 , will be considered 
in the following . Consider the array shown in Fig . 7 again and let the 
•An attemp t to obtain the optimum pattern for an endfire array was made by Pritchard( 43 ? He 
obtained -an equal -side lobe pattern but failed to place all of the possible nulls in the visible 
pattern, thus destroying the optimum properties as defined -above. 
- 15-
excitation coefficients be real and symmetrical about the center of the 




EnAn (n~d cos cp) L cos (2 -13) 
n "' 0 
Then ·let 
\JI ~d cos cp 




En~ COS n\Jf L (2 -14 ) 
n "· 0 
which is just a finite Fourier s eries with only cosine terms 
The optimum patterns are derived from the Tchebycheff polynomials 
It will be necessary at this point to review some of the properties of 
these polynomials A polynomia l or order N is defined by 
TN(z) - cos (Narc cos z) lzl ~ 1 
TN(z) cash (Narc cash z) , lzl > 1 
( 2 15 ) 
(2 16 ) 
To write as a polynomial in z (z is real and not related to the rectan 
gu l ar coor dinate) , it is only necessary to let 0 - arc cos z , substitu te 
i n (2 -15) and expand cos N0 i n terms of powers;£ cos 0 Although 
( 2 15) is valid only for lzl < 1 the resulting polynomial in z ho l ds 
for all values of z" Using Dwight ( 2 >. (2 -15) becomes for n > 1 
where 
2n- l 
A nq- 1 
Tzn- 1(z) 
n 
\ 2n 2q 
= L A2 z . q 
q · O 
2q- l 
z 
n- q 2q- l 
( - 1) 2n (n+g- l) ! 2 
(2q) ! (n- q)! 
n- q 2q- l 
_ ( - 1) (2n- l) (n+g- 2) ! 2 
(2q- l ) ! (n- q)! 
- 16-
(2 -17) 
( 2 · 18 ) 
T4(z) is shown in Fig . 9 Notice that T4(z) crosses the z axis 
four times and that it oscillates between 1 and -- 1 for - lzl > L Also ., 
-for z < 1 , T4(z) eventually increases at a rate proportional to z
4 In 
general 1 TN(z) would increase at a rate proportional -to zN for .z > 1 and 
,would -cross -the .z axis N times 
The technique -of -applying the -optimum properties of the Tchebycheff 
polynomial to the broadside -array depends upon -the element spacing -and 
may he divided into two cases For case I (cl/;\ -~ 1/2) , the T2N(z ) 
polynomial is used with 2N + 1 elements and the change of variable 
z z 0 cos (\Jf/2) is introduced For case IL (cl/A ·< 1/2) the TN(z) 
polynomial is used with 2N + 1 element -and the -transformation 
z a cos \Jf ..,. b 
must be us ed so that as~ varies from Oto TI/2 to TI . z varies from - 1 to 
z 0 to - 1 It therefore follows that 
z + 1 
a = 
1 - cos (3d 
z0 cos -i3d .,. 1 b .. 
cos (3d -· 1 
(2 19) 
-Figures 9 and 10 give a graphical representat ion of the -transforma t ion 
Jrom -t he -Tcheby cheff polyn mial to t he Tchebycheff pat tern for the t wo 
cases Notice in Fig 10 for cl/ A< 1/2 that there a r e very large lobes 
just outside the v isible range o f \Jf -These large inv isibl e lobes 
re present la r ge quan ti t ies of stored energy in compari son -with t he 
radiated energy which in turn signifies that t he antenna -efficiency will 
he small This type o f arra y ·is termed a super- gain a rray All of -t he 
designs for -case II lead to supe r-gain a rrays 
The value of z0 determines the maximum value , R o f -the main beam 
which i n turn determines the side lobe level If either the side lobe 
level or the posit ion of -the first null is spe ci f ied then z 0 may be 
found as shown be low For -a constant side lobe level the beam width 
is decreased and the directivity ga i n i s increased by i ncreasing the 
order of the Tchebycheff pa ttern N 
From Eq ( 2-15 ) , it is seen that -the nulls of -TN(z ) occur when 
arc cos zk ( 2k - 1) TI 
2N 
N 
Then the nulls of the Tchebycheff pattern are found to be at 
cpk 
--·· -, , 
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2 
for case I In a similar manner , 
cpk = , arc cos ft( 1/~d) arc cos tcos (2k:l) (rt/2N)- b~} a 1 2, ' 0 0 N- l 
( 2 21) 
for -case -IL 
If the -side -lobe to main beam ratio is chosen as 1/ R then 
and from (2 ~16.) 
Thus , a , b , cpk 
known 
If , on the 
-(2 -19) . (2 --20) , 
z 0 ~ cosh {<1/N) arc cosh R} (2 -22) 
and ik may all be determined once the value of z 0 is 
other hand , the first null cp 1 is specified then from 
and ' (2 · 21) 
Z o 
cos ( n: /2N) 
cos ( .fut cos cp ;\ 
2 } 
for case I (2 -23) 
Zo 
cos (n:/2N) [l ·- · cos ~d] i' 1 - cos ({3d cos cp 1 ) 
cos (~d cos cp ~) - cos ~d 
for case II (2 -24 ) 
From the ~above -considerations it · is ev ident that once the values 
of N and z 0 are specified the Tchebycheff pattern is uniquely de t er · 
mined There remains -t he pr oblem of determining -the -current coeffic i ents 
An This may be accomplished easily afte r expanding t he Tchebycheff 
polynomial into an exact f i nite Fourier series 
dix I and the result is 





This is done i n Appen · 
cos -nu ( 2 -25 ) 
N 
where the Cn ' s a r e function s o f a and b For case I ( a z 0 b 0 
u ' 'V/2) . all the odd terms drop out -on the right side of ( 2 25) sinc e 
'Mis even For case II , set u ""' \If The current coefficients a r e 
obta ined by equ ating (2 25 ) t o ( 2 14) * N 
For case I _ it will be not i ced t ha t the ½i ' s are functions -of only 
z and therefore are independent of -d/A The pattern as a function of 
.cp will consist of different portions of the fundamen tal pattern as a 
function of \If as the waveleng t h A is changed As {3d approaches 2n: 
(d __, A) a major · lobe will appear in the pattern at cp · 0 and cp TI 
*This me t hod of evaluating the -\i ' s 1s equivalent to , but different from, t ha t used by Dolph , 
- 20-
Thus , the element spacing is usually restricted to he less than a wave -
length for broadside arrays 
For -case II , (d//\ ' < 1/2) , the c=;;• s are functions of cl/\ . Thus the 
pattern for an -array with fixed excitation coefficients is optimum only 
at the frequency for which it is designed 
Figure 11 indicates how -the beam -width of a five element broad -
side array varies with element spacing For spacings -less than (/\ 1 2) 
the -beamwidth shown correspoeds to -that obtained from an -optimum design 
for that spacing , If the outrent coefficients were fixed , then the 
pattern would become non --directive as the element spacing is decreased 
to a small value . 
Riblet< 451 proved in his paper that of all the polynomials (whose 
coeff i cients may he real or complex) of degree N. TN alone possesses the 
following optimum properties · 
1 If the side lobe level is speci fied . the distance to the first 
-null is minimized , 
2 If the first nu ll is specified , the side lobe level is minimized 
The crux of the proof is illustrated in the following simple example 
Any -even polynomial -of -fourth degree which passes through (z 0 , R) and the 
maximum null of T4(z) (see Fig 9) and for all smaller positive values 
of z is less than or equal to 1 in absolute value . must coincide with 
T4 (z) If thi s were not so then such a curve would intersect T4(z) 
in at least three poin t s on the right side of the veftical axis and six 
points in all . The theorem that any t wo fourth degree polynomials 
which have more than four poin ts in common -must coincide . gives the 
desired result 
2. ~ Optimum Current Distribution for an Endfire Array 
Schelkunoff ' s method -of equispacing the nu lls i n t he active range 
of~ for an endfire array leads to a good -design . . However , there is no 
control -of the side lobe l evel In the following des i gn me t hod the side 
lobe level may he specified Also for equal side l obe le vels the 
optimum design gives a slightly nar r ower main beam than -Schel kuno f f ' s 
design does . Both methods .lead to super ga i n arrays 
The optimum design for the endfire array is carried through in the 
same manner as that for the broadside array with a few minor -changes . 
First of all it is necessary to i ntroduce a progressive phase -delay .from 
-left to right equal to a. The current in the n ' th element will t hen be 
given ·by 
,where ~ A_n : v,ie space factor is then given by 
N 
\ 
L E: 0 ~ cos n ( Sd cos Q) - · a ) 
n "' O 
- 21-
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ELEMENT ARRAY WITH OPT IMUM CURRENT DIS TRIBUT ION AND A - 24 . 6 db 
SIDE LOBE LEVEL 
( REPRODUCED FROM REFERENCE 43 ) 
With the substitution •\V = pd cos~ - a this becomes 
N 
\ L En~ cos n\Jf 
n = 0 
(2 - 28) 
It must -be emphasized that •\V now includes the phase -delay factor .a. 
Now the element spacing for -an endfire array must be somewhat , less 
than a half - wavelength to insure that a second major lobe does not 
appear . Thus it will be necessary to use a transformation -of the type 
used for case II for the broadsi de array . That is , z = a cos \JI + b . 
The required transformation is illustrated in Fig . 12 , The trans ·· 
formation may be determined from the following conditions , At \JI '= 0 , 
z = l ; and at~ = 0 , z = z 0 .. At~ = 180° , we must have z = - 1. These 
conditions yield the following three equations 
1 a + b 
z 0 = a cos ( pd a) + b 
- 1 = a cos (pd+ a) + b 
from which a , b , and a may be determined Doing this , we have 





b = 1 - a 
sin- l 1 + Zo a 
2 a sin pd 
(2 · 29) 
a .= cos- l Zo + 2a -:- 3 
2 a cos pd 
The angle a is usually located in the fourth quadrant 
The -parameter z 0 may -be determi ned in the same manner as for the broad· 
side array . 
As an example , consider a seven element array with d = A/4 for 
which the T3 pattern will be used . Let the side lobe -level by 1/24 ·7 . 
Then from .(2 -- 22) 
i 0 ~ - cosh (1/3 arc cosh 24 . 7) = - 1 . 971 . 
Then substituting above , 
a = 2 . 485 -b = - 1. 485 a =- 1L 3° 
The nulls of the pattern are obtained from .a modified form of (2 - 20) 
- 23 -
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(2 30) 
{] (+ ~cos (2k -al) 2rcN - b~ + a)~ k = 1 . 2 , 0 00 N ·~k = ±arc cos - - _ arc cos . ~d 
The resultant -pattern for the array is shown in Fig 13 . Also -included 
is the pattern of the same seven element array with the nulls equispaced 
in the active range of -'I' according to Sche.lkunoff ' s method . The side 
lobe level of the optimum pattern was chosen to be equal -to the -largest 
-side lobe of the equispaced null pattern . It is seen that the optimum 
pattern offers only a slight improvement 
The coefficients An may be obtained by equating (2 -28) to ' (2 ,. 25} 
'Then the actual currents are obt.ained from (2 - 26,). This method may be 
-used only for an -endfire array with an odd -number of elements . For -an 
even number of elements it would be necessary to devise a new polynomial 
since we have used all of the Tchebycheff polynomials for the -array with 
an odd number of elements 
2.5 Summary 
We have seen that the solution of the array prob lem is not -in 
general unique That is . for a given array , there are several different 
-current excitations which yield the same space factor . 
By means of the polynomial formulation , the basic theory of the 
linear array -may be derived as evidenced by the nine theorems in Section 
2 1 . -However , this formu l ation does not yield a simple direc t method -o f 
pattern synthesi by analysis On t he other hand . the potential ana· 
logue computer offers a rapid method -of performing the "cut and try " 
process · of-placing the roots in t he complex plane to obtain the desired 
pattern The currents are obtained hy expanding t he product form of the 
-resulting -polynomial 
The Fourier series formulation o f the -linear array allows a direct 
method -of pattern synthesis I t is usually assumed that the presc ribed 
space factor is of the constant phase type I t is believed that this -is 
. a reasonable as s umpt i on The method -may be used to ob t a i n the optimum 
current -distribution for -a broad$ide or ,an endfi r e array by de riving the 
required space factor -from t he Tchebycheff polynomials The -most -di ffi .. 
cult part of the process arises in ev a luating the coeffic i ents of t he 
Fourier series for the Tchebycheff pattern 
Several other methods of -pa tt ern s ynthesis , which require no 
knowledge o f the phase pattern , a i-e availab le< 53 · lO } However , the 
numerical work involved is prohibitive for arrays with a large number of 
elements 
We have considered methods -of pa t tern synthesis 'for -linear arrays 
only Although the work is quite important . only brief mention will be 
made of -the -synthesis methods for plane apertures The aperture may be 
considered as the limiting case of a linear array with a large number of 
closely spaced elements Ins tead of using Fourier analysis the Fourier 
transform theorem is used to det ermine the -aperture distribution re• 
quire d to produce a specified radiation pattern For example , see 
references 58 , 24 32 , ~nd 44 A quite useful graphical method of 
approximating a pattern with a finite aper tu re was devel oped by Wood-
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IIL CIRCULAR ARRAYS 
Circular .arrays of radiators have . been used recently to produce 
beam patterns which are useful for radi o direction finding , radar , sonar , 
and other applications A circular array is used because its symmetry 
allows the beam to be rotated by appropriate commutation of the antenna 
currents Two examples of such ar rays are a number of vertical antennas 
equally spaced on a circle either with or without a smaller concentric 
conducting cylinder . A circular array can also be designed to produce 
an arbitrarily shaped pattern This might be required for a VHF trans -
mitting antenna consisting of slots in a circular cylinder . The syn -
thesis methods which will be d is cussed may be applied to any antenna 
array with circular symmetry such as .a circular array of vertical , 
horizontal , or radial dipoles with or without a reflecting cylinder . 
T hey can also be applied to an array of slots in a cylinder or to a 
tircular array of sound transducers for sonar applications . 
We will consider first the synthesis methods for a circular array 
Then the optimum current distribution will be obtained . 
3. I Pattern Synthesis 
The methods of pattern synthesis for the .circular array , though 
more complicated , are somewhat similar to those for the linear array . 
The greatest difference occurs in the final determination of the indi-
vidual element currents We will begin by deriving , through the use of 
a complex Fourier series , a method of pattern synthesis which is appli-
cable to any antenna array with circular symmetry Then we will show 
how the expression for the pattern may be represented as a polynomial 
so that much of the theory of the linear array may be applied to the 
circular array 
It will be convenient in the analysis to assume that the antennas 
may be replaced by a continuous current distribution The equivalence 
so far as the radiation patterns are concerned , between a c ontinuous 
current distribution a nd a certain minimum number of antennas will be 
discussed later . For example , Fig 14 illustrates a circular array of 
vertical antennas and the equivalent current sheet . The cylinder is 
drawn with dashes to indicate that it may or may not be present Other 
figures could be drawn to represent circular sheets of radial or cir -
cumferential currents . The method of p·attern synthesis to be described 
is a generalization* of a technique used previously on a continuous 
cylindrical sheet of vertical currents ( 4 t ) 
A spherical coordinate system , illustrated in Fig 15 , will be 
used . P represents a point . in the far field with coordinates r , 8 , and 
~ - The circle of radius P2 represents a continuous current sheet in 
which the currents may be vertical (axial) , circumferential , or radial . 
If a reflecting cylinder is used , its radius will be given by p 1 . The 
radiation patterns will be given as a function of~ for a constant value 
of 8 
----·-- ·- -
*This generalization was carried out independently by both the author and t he group at Syracuse 
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Let the complex current density on the sheet be represented by I(a) 
amp/m . As an example , assume that the currents are vertical and that 
the height of the current sheet is small compared to a wavelength . Then 
the electric field intensity at P , due to a differential current 
element I(a)p2d at Q is proportional to (cylinder not present) 
j ~ P2 sin 0 cos(cp- a) 
E
8
(cp , 8 ) = K sin 8 I(a)p2dae (
3
- 1) 
where K contains such constant factors as exp(-jSr) and 1/ r and the time 
factor exp(jwt) is understood The term SP 2 sin 0 cos (cp - a) repre -
sents the projection of the line OQ on the line OP which is a measure of 
the phase advance of the radiat ion from the current element at the field 
point P. By a well known expansion of the exponential term , (3 -1) may be 
written as 
+ ro 





where j = ill , Jn is a Bessel function of the first kind of order n , 
and En is equal to one for n = 0 and is equal to two for n = 1 , 2 , · · · 
This expression is just a Fourier series with the variable (cp - a) 
whose coefficients contain Bessel functions and are independent of cp and 
a Another example is the fiel of a vertical current elemen t near a con-
ducting cylinder< 29 ) of radius p1 
J (SP 1 sin 
n 




) (Sp 2sin 0) j 
0) (
2
) : cos n(cp - a) 
H (Sp 1 sin 8)_ _ 
n 
( 2) 
which is also a Fourier series The symbol H represents a Hankel 
n 
function of the second kind Appendix III gives the far zone fields 
for various types of antenna elements placed on a circle . It will be 
noticed that the series representations for Ee for the vertical or 
rad ial dipole and the transverse slot and Ecp for the circumferential 
dipole and axial slot are all of the general form 
+ro 
Kf(8)p 2 I(a)da L 
n = 0 
-30-
0) cos n(cp - a) (3 --4) 






n = 1 
nF ( pi, P2, 8) sin n(cp - a) 
n 
(3 --5) 
and will not in general be applicable in pattern synthesis because of 
the absence of then = 0 term . Thus , in the following disc~ssion , we 
will consider only the series of the form (3 -4 ) Also it will be 
convenient to change (3 - 4) to t he complex form , That is 
jn(cp-a) 
e ( 3-6) 
n = - CD 
The reader may easily prove that Fn = F_n through the use of the re -
n 
lation that Z_n = (-1) Zn where Zn is any Bessel f unction . 
The total field due to a continuous current distribution is then 
of the form 
E(cp , 8) 
n "' CD 
Now if I(a) is written as a complex Fourier series 
I (a) \ 
L 





and is substituted above then upon integration 
-;- CD 
E(cp . 8 ) 
L 
I F ( P1 , P2 , 8) 
n n 
n =- CD 
due to the orthogonality of the Fourier terms 
jncp 
e 
(3 -- 7) 
( 3--8) 
( 3- 9) 
~ Now the Fn( P1 . P2 . 8) s may be evaluated for a given antenna array 
and the In ' s may be determined by t he usual Fourier method Suppose 




.2rr - j ncp 
O E(cp , 80) e dcp 
( 2rr)
2
Kf(8o)F (P1 , P2 , 80) 
n 
and the required current dist ribution is then 
I(a) \ I ejna L n 
fi= ·CD 
-31-
(3 - 10) 
(3 - 11) 
This is the solution for the continuous current distribution provided 
that th~ series is conver&ent < As w~ll be _ shown later it _is necessary 
to require , roughly , that ln l = SP2 sin 00 in order to obtain an econom-
ical design , In other words the elect ric al diameter of the circular 
array is propo rtional to the complexity of the desired pattern . If , 
in expression (3 - 11) , n is r estricted so that lnl ~ N, then it may be 
shown that , for most cases (see Section 3 .4) , the continuous current 
distribution may be replaced by 2N equally spaced antenna elements such 
that the pattern of the 2N elements approxi mates the pattern of the 
continuous current distr i bution within a few percent " The current in 
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p 1 , 2 , , 2N (3 - 12a) 
If more than 2N antennas (say 2N + r) are used to replace the current 









p 1 , 2 , , 2N+r (3 - 12b) 
For the dipoles and loops with their axis circumferential and 
radial , the d istant electric field has both 0 and cp components The 
radiation patterns for these two components may not be specified in -
dependently and are not the same This limits the practical appli -
cations of these types of radiators to circular arrays 
Since the prescribed radiation pattern , E(cp , 00 ) , may be represented 
as the product of the magnitude and phase patterns , it is evident from 
(3- 10) that they may be specified independently However , as with the 
linear array , a constant phase pattern is usually chosen Examples of 
the above method will be given in Sections 3 2 and 3 . 3 
Let us consider now a polynomial formulation of the circular array 
In Eq (3-9) let 0 = 0 0, and let the continuous current distribution be 
given by 
I(a) 














(3 - 13) 
(3-14) 
where 8m = ImFm(P1 , P2 , 80 ) , anct t he constant multiplier , 2rrKf(0 0 )p 2 , has 
been dropped Then . making the substitution z = exp(jcp) , we have 
-N 









(3 - 15) 
where An= Bn - N· Notice that this expression is of the same form as 
Eq. (2- 5) which is the space factor of the linear array However , the 
interpretation of (3 - 15) is simpler because z = exp(j~) whereas for 
(2-5) , z = exp(~d cos~ - a) As for the linear array , z always lies on 
the circumference of the unit circle Viewed in the complex plane , z 
travels · a complete revolution on the unit circle as~ increases from 
0 to 2rr The radiation pattern for the circular array is given by the 
value of the polynomial of (3- 15) on the complete unit circle For the 
linear array , the radiation pattern was obtained from only a portion 
(depending upon the element spacing) of the unit circle 
Thus , it is apparent that all of the theory of Section 2 1 con -
cerning the space factor of the linear array may be applied directly to 
t he radiation pattern of the circular array as given by (3 - 15) As an 
example 1 ( 3-15) may be written in a product form similar to Eq (2 - 4) 
It then follows that the potential analogue machine , mentioned in 
Section 2 . 1 , may be used to determine the roots of the polynomial 
corresponding to a specified pattern The product form of the poly -· 
nomial can then be expanded so that the coefficients An may be deter -
mined Now for the linear array 
related to the Ans (see page 4) 
relationship is more complicated 
the element currents were directly 
However. for the circular array the 









Thus the continuous current distribution may be determined from (3 16) 
once the An ' s are known The actual antenna element currents are then 
given by Eq (3 - 12) The theorems of Chapter II concerning the phase 
of the space factor and the uniqueness of the magnitude of the space 
fac tor may also be applied to the circular array Thus , if the poly -
nomial (3 - 15) has roots not on the unit circle _ then there may be many 
different cuDrent distributions (3 · 16 ) which produce the same E(~ 8 0 ) 
In the next sec ti on we will consider the Tche bycheff pattern 
which has all of its roots on the unit circle Thus by Theorem V 
(Section 2 1) the optimum current distribution for the circular array 
. . 
is unique 
3 2 Optimum Current Distribut ion 
A method of determining the antenna currents required to produce an 
optimum beam pattern for circular arrays will be presented As with t he 
linea r array, optimum pattern is used he re to mean that for a given side 
lobe level the beam width is a minimum and vice versa This optimum 
design method may be applied to any antenna a rray with circular symmetry 
However , it is believed that the most practical applications would be 
limited to a circular array of vertical antennas , either with or without 
a reflecting cylinder , and to an array of axial slots in a cylinder For 
- 33 -
simplicity , only vertical antennas will be considered in the examples . 
Several curves showing the optimum patterns and current distributions 
,will be given . Then the optimum design will be ·compared with ,the usual 
·beam ·design method for ·circular arrays . 
·The ·usual ·design utilizes beam co - phasal excitation ·and is briefly 
·described ·below . •Beam - co - phasal exc i tation means that the phase of the 
current is adjusted so that the radiation ,fields from all the antennas 
are in phase along the direction of the main beam . Since this required 
phase varies linear! y with frequency for ,a fixed array , delay lines may 
be used to feed the antennas . This makes the design ,of a wide band feed 
system fairly simple . If a reflecting cylinder is used , usually only the 
antennas on a half circle are excited. 
The greatest difficulty of the beam~co -- phasal design is the lack of 
control of the side lobe level . If the magnitudes of all the antenna 
currents are equal , then the side lobe level is quite high - about O 4 of 
the main beam . In order to reduce the side lobe level the currents are 
tapered in various ways,which also results in a broadening of the main 
beam An important example is the cosine taper . For the cosine taper 
the current in each antenna is made proportional to the cosine .of t he 
angle between the antenna and the direction of the main beam . This and 
other types of taper are used to reduce the side lobe •level with a fair 
degree of success . However , the ·determination of the best type ,of taper 
to be used is a "· cut and try·" process . The optimum taper has not been 
found . 
The optimum current distri bution which will be presented is not in 
general beam- co - phasal and requires the use of all the antennas on a 
complete circle . 
The optimum patterns for the circular array are derived from the 
Tchebycheff polynomials in a manner similar to that used by Dolph and 
Riblet for the broadside array . The essential properties of the Tche .. 
bycheff polynomials were given i n Section 2 . 3 . For convenience , we will 
repeat the definition of a polynomial of order N. 
cos(N arc cos z) 
cosh(N arc cosh z) , 
lzl ~ 1 
I z I > 1 
( 3-- 17} 
As illustrated in Section 2 , 3 , TN(z) may be represented by a polynomia l 
i n z o f order N. (The z used here is real and is different than . and 
should not be confused with , the z used in Section 3 . 1 ) 
In order to apply the optimum properties of the Tchebycheff poly· 
nomial to the formation of a beam pattern in the direction~ = 0 for the 
circular array , it is necessary to introd uce a transformation of the 
type z = a cos~+ b so that as~ varies from Oto 2rr , z varies from z 0 
to - 1 back to z 0 • It therefore follows that 
a 










Figure 16--is a graphical representation of the transformation from the 
Tchebycheff polynomial to the Tchebycheff pattern . Notice that the 
magnitudes of ,all the side lobes ,are equal . This is just the required 
condition -for ,an optimum pattern . The v.alue of z 0 determines the 
maximum -value , -R, of the main .beam which in turn determines the side 
-lobe -level . As shown ,below, either the -side -lobe -level or -the position 
-of -the -first null can ,be •specified by a proper ,choi•ce of z,0 • •For ,a 
·constant •side ,lobe •level , ·the •beam width is decreased ,and ·the ,direc -
tivity ·is increased 1by ,increasing the order •of ·the ·Tchebycheff pattern , 
·N . 
·From (3 - 17) , it is ·seen ·that ·the •nuHs ·of TN(z) occur ·when 
(2k - l)n:" arc cos ·zk = 
2
N -k = 1, 2, 0 " N 
·Then , ·using ·z a cos cp -+ ·b , the nu1ls of the Tchebycheff pattern are 
found to ·be at 
lcos(2k - 1).1!_ -
cpk = ±arc cos L- a 2N ' k 1, 2 , · · · ,N (3 -20) 
,In a similar -manner , TN(cp ) '" 0 whenever 
[
cos kaN• bl ' 
cpk = ± arc cos J k = 1, 2 . Q O 0 N- 1 
If the side lobe to .main beam ratio 1.s chosen .as 1/R, then TN(z 0 ) "" R, 
and -from (3 - 18) 
Zo 
[ 7 
cosh Lk arc cash RJ (3 -22) 
Thus . a , b , cpk .and :cpk may all be determined once the value of z 0 1.s known 
If , on the other hand , the first null q.> 1 is specified , then from ( 3- 19) 
and (3 -20) 
Z o 
2 cos .IE_ + 1 - cos cp 1 
2N 
1 + cos (1) 1 
and a , b , ·cpk , and cpk may be determined as ,before 
( 3 -23) 
It is evident that once the -values ·of N and z 0 are specified , t he 
Tchebycheff pattern is uniquely determined . There remains the problem 
of determining the current distribution -required to produce this pattern 
In Appendix I it is shown that the Tchebycheff pattern may be represented 
by an exact finite Fourier series Thus 
N 
=I ~ cos -ncp ( 3--24) 
n = 0 
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~ 
where the C' s are functions of a and band are real . Then it is only 
necessary to use -the synthesis method -of Section 3 l in order to obtain 
the required current distribution Notice that (3 - 24) contains ·only 
cosine terms , which follows from the fact that the Tchebycheff pattern 
is symmetrical with respect to the direction~ = 0 . 
It will be convenient at this point to simplify the method of 
synthesizing a pattern for the special case -of symmetrical patterns If 
the current distribution is writ ten as 
I( a) cos na (3 ·25) 
and if the element pattern is wr it ten in the form (3 -- 4) , then Eq (3 -9) 
becomes 
co 
E(~ , 8) = 2n:Kf(8) P2 'L In Fn ( P1. P2 , 8) cos ri~ 
n "' 0 
( 3- 26,) 
The required current distribution for -a TN pattern for the polar angle 
80 may then be determined by equating (3 -, 26,) to (3 · 24 ) 'Th is gives 
I ., 0 for n > N n 
( 3 27) 
Next , we must decide which Tchebycheff pattern to use for a given 
antenna aperture . Theoretically it would be possible to choose any 
order N However , remember that the -directivity gain of the Tchebycheff 
pattern increases with N The following discussion will be clearer if 
two simple examples are considered at this time 
Assume for an antenna system a circular sheet of radius 0 49A of 
-vertica l currents , and determine the current dist ributions required to 
produce the T4 and the ,T6 patterns in the plane 90 · - n:/2 with the side 
n 
lobe -l evel 20 db down Then from (3-2) . Fn •.·, (j) Jn(Sp 2 sin 80 ) . 
Since SP2 sin 80 = 3 08 the Dn ' s may be evaluated to give 
-0 . 286, 
jO 308 
- 0 485 
Fa --0 013 
·F s - jO 323 
F 4 O 143 
F s =- j O 048 
Using (3 22) and (3 - 19) , z 0 , a and b may be calculated and then the 
N 
Cn ' s may be computed by using Appendix II The current distribution is 
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then obtained by making use of (3 - 27) Following this procedure for 
T4 (z 0 = L294) , the following current distribution is obtained 
I(a) = - 0 804 - jl 415 cos~ - 0 771 cos 2~ + 
j0 875 cos 3~ .+ 1 931 cos 4~ 
·In a similar manner , the cur,rent distribution for T6,(z 0 = 1 1275) 1s 
I(a) , 0 556, ·- j0 '986 cos ~ - 0 586 cos 2~ + j0 778 cos 3~ 
+ 1 476 cos 4~ j 3 46, cos 5~ - 17 60 cos 6~ 
Figure 17 shows I(a) for the T4 pattern which has a beam width 
of 39 5° Since the patterns and -current distributions -are symmetrical 
with respect to the direction a or ~ = 0 the curves for t he range 
0 to - 180° will not be shown The magnitude of the current (solid line) 
and the phase of -the current (dashed line) are shown as a function of 
the angle a 
Figure 18 shows I(a) for the T6_pattern (p 2 is the same as -above) 
which has a beam width of 26 5° , Notice that the currents are rela · 
tively large and that there are rapid phase reversals compared to the 
currents in Fig 17 This is due to the relatively small values of F5 
and particularly F6. which in turn make I5 and r 6, relatively large 
(see (3·27)) The phys ical exp lanation is that the directivity gain of 
the T6. pattern is too large for the given antenna aperture ( p 2 '"' 0 49X..) 
' I t is well known that there is no mathematical limit to the direc · 
tivity gain of an antenna system of given size <3 o ) However . if the 
gain is increased without limit for .a given antenna array the radiation 
resistance and the efficiency of the system become so small that the 
system is definitely not practical ( 7 ) Such '' supe r -gain '' arrays are 
characterized by the presence of large currents with rap i d phase r e• 
versals between adjacent elements As illustrated above . these ' super• 
gain " effects may appear in the design of circular arrays if N is made 
too large for a given antenna -size 
On the other hand . if the choice of N i s too small then effective 
use will no t be made of the given aperture ( Remember that for a 
constant side lobe level the beam width of the TN pattern decreases with 
increasing N) Thus a compromise must be made in the choice of N 
between the efficiency and the directivity gain of the antenna system 
A proper choice of N may be made by considering the convergence of 
the Fn ' s which appear in the expression for the radia tion field After 
some value -of n , say K, the Fn ' s will converge quite rapidly The value 
of K depends upon the effective electrical radius of the circular array , 
and is roughly equal -to ~P 2 sin 80 (see Appendix IV) If N is set equal 
to K, then a good -design will be obtained That is . this choice of N 
represents the compromise mentioned above 
- 38-
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This analysis has been based on a continuous current sheet How 
ever , if N = K, then the current sheet may be replaced by 2N equally 
spaced antennas such that the pattern of the 2N antennas i s accurate 
to within a few percent of the Tchebycheff pattern (see Section 3, 4) 
The current that is requi r ed in each of the antennas is given in Section 
3 4 The 2N antennas re s ult in a spacing between antennas of approx, 
imately O 4X. , 
With the above considerations in mind , the design curves shown in 
Fig 19 were drawn The effective electrical radius is given on the 
lower scale N represents the order of the Tchebycheff pattern The 
use of the curves may be illustrated by the following example For a 
circle radius of 3X. , the T21 pattern would be used for 80 ~ 90 ° This 
would require 42 equally spaced antennas on the circle For a 30 db 
side lobe level . the beam width at the ha lf power points would he 
approximately 9° . If , on the other hand , t he beam width and side lobe 
level were specified , then N and p 2 could be determined from the curves 
Addit i onal examples of the Tchebycheff patterns and current distri · 
butions will be presented in the next section It will be convenient 
at this time to explain exactly what an optimum pattern means for a 
circular array Consider a circular current sheet of radius Po for 
which the TN
0 
pattern has been selected by means of the curves of 
Fig, 19 The choice of the TN
0 
pattern represents a compromise between 
the efficiency and the directivity gain of the antenna system That is , 
the same circular current sheet could he used to produce a better 
pattern such as the TNo+l pattern However the current distribution 
would be more complicated (since there would be one more term in the 
series representing the current distribution) and the antenna system 
would be less -efficient (super·gain effects) 
Next , consider an array of antennas on the circle of radius Po 
Again , the TN
0 
pattern would be chosen , For this pattern 2N 0 equally 
spaced antennas would be required (See Section 3 4) The TN o+ l 
pattern could also be obtained from a circular array of radius Po 
However , for this latter pattern , 2N 0 + 2 antennas would be required 
Also , the antenna system would be less efficient than for above 
Thus . for a circular array of radius Po with 2N 0 antennas , the TN
0 
pattern is an optimum pattern From these -considerations , it is evident 
that the definition of an optimum pattern for a circular array must take 
into account not only the radius of the array but also either the 
complexity of the current distribution or the number of antenna elements, 
3 .. 3 Examples 
In the following a comparison of the patterns and current distri • 
butions will be made between the optimum and beam -·co - phasal design 
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In order to illustrate the beam- co - phasal design , consider first 
the simple example of -a circu lar current sheet of vertical currents 
(without the reflecting cylinde r) excited beam- co --phasally The current 
distribution is given by 
I(a) = Ie- j pp2 cos a (for 80 = 90".) 
and the distant field is then (for 0 90°) 
f" j PP2 ( cp-a) le -j PP2 cos a cos E( cp) KP2 e 
0 
which results in (see Appendix V) 
E(cp) ~ K2n:p2 J a( 2PP2 sin 51!.) 
2 
da 
(3 .. 28) 
J0 ( x) is the Bessel function of zero order and is illustrated in Fig 20 
When x = 1.126,, 'J 0 (x) = 0 707 This corresponds to 
cp = 2 sin- 1 (1 126/2PP2) 
and the beam width of the J 0 pattern is then 
However . the first side lobe is always O 403 of the main beam In order 
to reduce the side lobe level it is necessary to vary the magnitude of 
the current dis tribu _tion by a " cut and try" process Fig 21 shows the 
optimum T4 pattern and a beam - co ·phasal pattern for a circular current 
sheet of radius p2 " 0 4911. . The magnitude of the tapered beam-- co ·phasa l 
current is given by 
I(a) = 1 + 0 8 cos 2a - 0 . 8 cos 4a 
The T4 pattern whose current d ist ribution is given in Fig 19 is con· 
siderably better than the beam -co - phasal pattern . If the J 0 pattern 
were included in Fig . 21 , its main beam would approximately coincide 
with the main beam of the T4 pattern , but the first side lobe would be 
only 8 db down 
Now let us consider a circular array around a conducting cylinder 
The expressions for the radiation field for bearn- co -·phasal excitation(SO) 
are ·much more complicated than above and will not be presented How-· 
ever , the general results are similar to those for the circular ·current 
sheet.. The presence of the cylinder seems to reduce the side ·lobe level. 
Also it is necessary to excite only the antenna elements on a half 
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2 
approximately 13 db down ~<54 > In order to reduce the side lobe level 
it is again necessary to taper the current distribution , The optimum 
taper has not been found . For ·more information about the .beam- co - phasal 
techniques , refer to the Syracuse reports ·mentioned above . 
Now let us compare the pat t erns and current distributions for the 
optimum and beam- co - phasal design methods for two different apertures 
of radii 0 . 49 and 0 . 98 wavelengths . Figure 22 shows the current distri -
bution for a T4 pattern for a circular current sheet around .a conducting 
cylinder The current sheet co uld be approximated by 8 antennas . The 
radius of the current sheet is 0 . 49X . The solid and dashed curves 
represent the current magnitude and .phase respectively . The broken 
curve denotes the phase of the current which would be required for 
beam co phasal excit a tion . For a cosinusoidal taper , the magnitude of 
the current for beam - co - phasal excitation would be represented by a 
cosine curve from Oto 90° . Since the phase curves are quite similar , 
it is apparent that the optimum and beam cophasal current distributions 
differ ·mostly in the current magnitudes . Notice that there is a minimum 
at a = 0 for the solid curve , 
Now , if the frequency is doubled , then the electrical aperture is 
also doubled . A T8 pattern woul d now be used which requires 16, antennas. 
Let us examine the current distr i butions for this case . (See Fig 23 ) 
The two ppase curves are quite similar again . Toward the back side of 
the cylinder (a = 180°) the current magnitude is relatively small . For 
larger cylinders the currents would be even smaller on the back side . 
It would then be possible to remove some of these back antennas without 
causing much change in the radia t ion pattern . 
Notice in Fig . 23 that the optimum current distribution now has a 
maximum at a = 0° as compared to a minimum in Fig 22 . This change in 
the shape of the optimum curren t distribution with frequency (it is 
caused by the variation of the Fn ' s as SP changes) would make it quite 
difficult to design an anten na feed system for wide band use This 
difficulty res t ricts the use o f the optimum design to narrow band 
applications , 
The same T8 pattern could be obtained from a circular array without 
a reflecting cylinder Figure 2 4 shows the current distribution re -
quired for this case . Again 16, antennas would be required to approx -
imate the current sheet The currents on the back side are now as large 
as the currents on the front side Thus the main advantage of the 
reflecting cylinder is that it permits some of the antennas on the back 
side to be removed . The use o f the reflecting cylinder for a given 
aperture does not increase the directivity gain . 
So far , we have compared on ly the current distributions for the 
optimum and beam - co - phasal designs . Figure 25 shows the patterns for a 
circular array with a cylinder wi th the dimensions as shown . The solid 
curve is the T3 pattern with a 30 db side lobe level . Sixteen equally 
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F IGURE 25 COMPAR ISON OF OPTIMUM AND BEAM - CO - PHASAL PATTERNS 
~ 
180 
curve is the pattern of seven antennas with a tapered beam co - phasal 
current distribution The magnitudes of the currents are proportional 
to the numbers on the diagram The T8 pattern is considerably better 
since it has a smaller beam width and a lower side lobe level This may 
not seem fair , to compare the pattern of seven antennas with the pattern 
of 16, antennas However , if the beam is to be rotated electrically , it 
will be necessary to have antennas placed around the complete circle 
For this situation it might be advisable to make use of all the antennas 
Actually , it would be most desirable to find a method of obtaining the 
optimum current distribution for a half circle 
Figure 26, compares the field patterns for the optimum and beam -co· 
phasal current distributions Here the beam width is plotted as a 
function of the diameter of the antenna array in wavelengths The solid 
curve is for the optimum current distribution for a circular array 
either with or without a reflecting cylinder The broken curve is for a 
constant amplitude beam-co-phasal curren t distribution on a circle 
Notice that the side lobe level is only 8 db down It is quite difficult 
to determine a " taper " which will improve the side lobe level apprec --
iabl y The dashed curve is for a cosinusoidal tapered beam- co -phasal 
current distribution on a half circle with a cylindrical reflector 
This curve was taken from a report by Walsh •< 54 > In order to obtain a 
beam width of 10° with a 17 6, db side lobe level , an aperture of six 
wavelengths would be required for the beam -co •phasal case , whereas an 
aperture of only four and one half wavelengths would be required for the 
optimum case to obtain the same beam width with a 20 db side lobe level 
3.~ Approximation to the Continuous Current Sheet 
Up to this point a continuous current sheet has been assumed in 
order to facilitate the analysis For a practical antenna system it is 
necessary to approximate this continuous current distribution with a 
finite number of antenna elements It is the purpose of this section to 
determine the minimum number of antennas required to approximate the 
field pattern of a continuous current distribution within a prescribed 
accuracy 
As shown previously , the field due to a continuous current sheet 
with current I(a) = In cos na is 
(3 29) 
where it is understood that Fn - F
0
(P1, P2 , 8) 
Now consider the field due to M antennas equally spaced on a circle 
of radius p2 as shown in Fig 27 Let the antennas be numbered from one 
*This approximate curve was obtained by assuming that the pattern of an antenna near a cylinder 
is the same as the pat tern of an antenna near an i nf i nite plane. He cons idered only arrays 
which covered a semi-circle or less and his results are restricted to arrays whose diameter is 
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to Mand let the current in t he p ' th antenna be 
Our objective is to determin e t he conditions under which the distant 
field of the M antennas is t he same as the distant field of the con -
tinuous current sheet as given by ( 3- 29) . The far zone field due to the 
p ' th antenna is proportional t o 
E( qJ , 8 ) 
(J.) 
Kf( 8) Ip I Em Fm cos m( q) 
m=0 
Then the total field produced by t he M antennas is 
M (J.) 
2~p ) 
E( lJ) , 8 ) = Kf( 8) 
\ 
L I n 
p = 1 
cos 2rrpn L\ E F cos m(q) - 2rrp) M m m M 
M=0 
As shown in Appendix VI , (3 - 30) may be written 




q= - (J.) 
Fn- qM cos (n - qM)qJ 
(3 - 30) 
(3 - 31) 
If the q = 0 term only were pre sen t in (3 - 31) , then it would be of the 
same form as (3 - 29) . Thus i t wi ll be necessary to choose the aperture 
and M so that Fn-qM << Fn for q j 0 . As discussed previously , the Fn ' s 
converge qui te rapidly aft e r t he K' th term , where K depends upon the 
aperture , ~P 2 sin 8. Then , i f M is chosen so that In - Mj > K, (3 - 31) 
can be written to a good approximation as 
E( q) , 8) 
1 
\ 
Kf( 8)M In L Fn- qM cos (n - qM)qJ 
q = 0 
(3 - 32) 
The des i red term is given by q = 0 , whereas the error is given by the 
q = 1 term . Now let the cur r en t i n the p ' th antenna be given by 
N 
\ 









Kf( 8)M L In L Fn- qM 
n = 0 q 0 
cos (n - qM)cp 
which may be written as (since F_n Fn) 
E(cp , 8) 
N 
Kf( 8}M i_ [In Fn cos ncp + In FM-n cos (M-n)cp] 
n -= 0 
(3 -34) 
It can be shown that it is necessary to make M ~ 2N in order to specify 
the coefficients of the first N + 1 Fourier terms in (3 34) Let 
M = 2N + r where r ~ 0 Then (3-34) becomes 
N 
E(cp, 8) = Kf( 8)M I [In Fn cos ncp + IN-n FN+r+n co s(N+r+n )cp] 
n =O 
(3- 35) 
Now the field of a current sheet with a current distribution given by 
lS 




!...__ In cos n a 
n 0 
N 
-= 2rcKf( 8) P2 
\ 
L 
n "' 0 
( 3- 36.) 
It is seen that (3 -35) is identical t o (3 -37) except for the second term 
in the brackets of (3-35) Thus , the pattern of M antennas (for r > 0) 
with currents given by (3 -33) di ffers a t the most from the pattern of the 
current distribution , (3--36) . by 
N 
Max error ~ L IIN- n FN+r+n l 
n 0 
( 3--38) 
This series converges quite rapidly . The error may be decreased by 
increasing the number of ·antennas 
·For the special case ·of r " 0 (3 35) becomes 
rN 
I 
E(cp , 8) = Kf(0)M L 
Ln = o 
21 F 
__!!_!l COS n cp 
EN - n 
N 
\ 
+ L IN- n 
n = 1 
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Max error / I IN n FN +n I (3 -40) 
n 1 
Thus if we have a continuous current distribution given by (3 36,) 
which we wish to replace by M antennas (M 2N + r) the currents in the 
M antennas are given by (3-33) for r > 0 ( compare ( 3 35) and (3 -37)) 
For this case the value of the cu r rent in the p th antenna is propor · 
tional to the value of the continuous current distribution at the point 
corresponding to the p th antenna However . for the case r = 0 (M - 2N) , 





( 3- 41) 
This expression differs from ( 3-33 ) only by the value of the Nth 
coefficient 
This demonstrat i on has been applied only to a continuous current 
distribution represented by an even Fourier series Howeve r the same 
results may also be applied when a complex Fourier se r ies is used to 
represent the current distribution 
The maximum error depen ds upon the magnitudes of the Fn +r +n s 1£ 
K the uumber after which the Fm s converge rapidly is approximately 
equal to N. then t he error will be small However if K is considerably 
larger then N then the error may be quite large if only 2~ antennas are 
used Table I shows the maximum error for several antenna arrays · From 
the table it is seen that 2N antennas give a good approximat~on to the 
TN pattern For ar r ays o f larger aperture the approximation would be 
even better 
In the synthesis problem for the circular array it has been n e c e s · 
sary to assume a current dist r ibution on a complete,. circle When anten · 
na arrays about a conducting cylinder are used to proauce beam patterns , 
the antennas on the ' back " side are usually omitted since they have 
little effect on the formation of the main beam This then brings to 
mind the following question What i s the effect of removing s ome of the 
back ' antennas for the opt i mum cur r ent distribution? Figure 28 shows 
the result when 7 of 18 antennas are removed for an array with p2 0 98~ 
and p1 ~ 0 73X It is seen that the side lobe level is i ncre ased from 
30 db down to 20 db down whereas the main beam is hardly changed Thus , 
the optimum properties of the pattern a re destroyed by the removal of 
the antennas This does not mean that it is no t possible to obtain an 
optimum pattern from antennas on the arc of a circle but rather that no 
optimum design procedure has been devised for this case 
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TABLE 1 
MAX IMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PATTER N OF M ANTENNAS AND THE PATTERN 
OF A CONTINUOUS CI RCULAR CURRENT SHEET 
(THE EXAMPLE PATTERN S ARE ALL TCHEBYCHEFF PATTERNS ) 
TN Pattern 
Maximum 
Current Cylinder Number Error 
Sheet Diameter* of 1 n 




0. 49/1. -- 4 39 . 5° 10 8 5 
10 2. 0 
11 . 5 
0 49/1. . 365tc 4 39 . 5° 10 8 3. 5 
10 2 0 
11 5 
0 98tc 73tc 8 23 5° 3. 2 16 1 5 
18 . 8 
0. 98/1. -- 8 23 5° 3 2 16 1 4 
18 8 
0 98 A 73tc 8 20 . 5° 11 16 LS 
18 2. 1 
19 0. 8 
. 
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----T8 pattern produced by 18 antennas 
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----- Patterns of same array except 
7 wb ack " antennas are removed 
F IGURE 28 EFFECT OF REMOV ING "BACK" ANTENNAS 
180 
3. 5 Summary 
Several methods of pattern synthesis for an antenna array with 
circular symmetry have been given In e ch case , the antennas were 
replaced by a continuous current sheet in the course of the analysis . 
This procedure is not necessary (Eq (3-33) could be used as a starting 
point for example) _ but it is believed that it allows a better under-
standing of the problem 
The methods of synthesis are quite similar to the linear array 
Either the Fourier series or the polynomial approach may be used to 
determine the coefficients of the series representing the desired 
radiation pattern The general theory of the pattern characteristics 
may be obtained from the polynomial formulation in the same manner as 
with the linear array The final determination of the antenna currents 
for the circular array is more difficult than for the linear array 
A method has been presented for obtaiuing the optimum current 
distribution for any antenna array with circular s ymmetry The re -· 
suiting beam pattern is optimum in the sense thet the side lobes are all 
equal and that for a given side lobe level the beam width is a minimum 
A bi - directional beam with equal side lobes may be obtained with the 
circular array merely by using the transformation z = z0 cos ~/2 for the 
Tchebycheff polynomial In this case the T2N polynomial would be used 
with N ~ 1 terms in the series for the current distribution 
In the design of beam pattern antenna arrays it is quite important 
to know what the optimum design is If the optimum design is not ob· 
tained , then effici ent use is not being made of the antenna system That 
is , just as good a pattern could be obtained with a smaller aperture or 
a smaller number of antennas or both If for certain reasons , the 
optimum design is not used . it is still quite valuable tc know how close 
the actual design is to the optimum 
The optimum design was compared with the beam-co -phasal design for 
circular arrays It was found that the optimum patterns were consider, 
ably better Another advantage is that the side lobe level may be 
easily controlled . For wide frequency band operation the design of an 
•· optimum " antenna array would be quite difficult because of the vari · 
ation of the current distribution over the frequency band On the other 
hand , the magnitude of the current distribution for the ., beam .. co phasal " 
array is constant over the band and the phase of the currents varies 
in a simple manner so that the design problem would be much simpler 
Thus the beam ·co phasal design is more practical for wide band appli · 
cations However if it became necessary to take into account the 
effects of the self and mutual impedances of the antennas in the design , 
the difference in the complexity of the design problems for the two 
systems would be much less 
Another method of pattern synthesis which utilizes a series of 
concentric circular current sheets has been proposed (41) However it 
leads to a rather complicated antenna system 
The vertical pattern (as a function of 8 for a constant ~) may be 
shaped by stacking circular arrays in the vertical direction 
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IV . ELLIPTICAL ARRAYS 
Frequently , it is necessary to des i gn an antenna system which con -
sists of an array of antenna elements on a curved surface which approxi -
mates an elliptic cylinder An array of slots on the fuselage or a 
wing of an airplane would be one example . Another example would be an 
array of sound transducers on the hull of a boat . 
In . this section a pattern synthesis method for an antenna array on 
an ellipse will be described . The techn ique is identical to that used 
for the circular array . This is due to the fact that the circle is just 
a special case of the general ellipse . Howeve~ the method is somewhat 
more complicated than that for the circular case since it involves the 
use of Mathieu functions instead of the trigonometric and Bessel func-
tions . 
First , we will review briefly the solutions of the wave equation in 
elliptic cylinder coor dinates . Then the expressions for the distant 
field of various current elements will be presented . Next a method of 
pattern synthesis will be derived . Finally , an expression for distant 
field of an elliptical array with beam-co-phasal excitation wil l be 
obtained . 
~. I Coordinate System and Wave Functions 
An elliptic cylinder coordinate system will be used to describe t he 
antenna system . The transformations from elliptic cylinder coordinates 





c cosh u cos v 
c sinh u sin v 
z 
E. = cosh u 
cC: n 
C /(c, 2 - 1)(1 - n2 ) 
( 4- 1) 
T1 = COS V 
and 2c is the distance between the foci of the ellipses . (See Fi g . 29 ) 
The surfaces u = constant (or E. = constant) represent a family of con -
focal cylinders of elliptical cross section . The semi-major and semi-
minor axis of an ellipse u = u
0 
are given by 
a c co sh u
0 
b c si nh u
0 
The surfaces v constant (or n = constant) represent a f amily of con -
focal hyperbolic cylinders of two sheets . 
Now consider a point P(x , y ), at a large distance , p , in the~ 
direction . Then 
y 
tan ~ = 
X 
c sinh u sin v 
c cosh u cos v 
As u becomes large, tanh u approaches one and therefore 
- 1 




FIGURE 29 ELLIPT IC CYL INDER COORDI.NATES 
This means that the elliptic an gl e v becomes equal to the polar angle 
~ for large u or p . Now conside r P , the distance to the point P 
Thus for large u 
p - c cas h u = c 
When the scalar wave equation is expressed in elliptic cylinder 
coordinates and the scalar Her t zian potential , nz , is so l ved fo r by 
separation , it is found that the solutions are of the form( 121 
f (u) f (v) f (z) 
1 2 3 
(4-2) 
The function f 3 ( z) is the exponential function 
±j yz 
e 
where Y is a separation constan t . The functions f 1 (u) and f 2 (u) are 
solutions of special cases of t h e associated Mathieu differential 
equation . 
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For the angular function f 2 ( v) , the periodic even and odd angular 
Mathieu functions are chosen 
m 
Son(s , cos v) \ = 
L 
m 
where s = o2(k2 -








and the prime on the summation sign indicates a summation over even 
values of m if n is even, and over odd values of m if n is odd . The 
recursion formulas for the coefficients Dem and Dom are determined from 
the differential equation . 
The initial coefficients are chosen so that 
and 
[
_cl So ( s 
dv n ' 
COS V )] = 1 
v=O 
The radial Mathieu functions f 1(u) associated with the even and odd 
angular Mathieu functions are 
~ n - m n 
Ze (s , cosh u) = \ j De Z (Is cosh u) 
n L m m 
m ( 4-4) 
Zo (s , cosh u) 
n 
~ n- m n 
tanh u L \ j mDo Z (Is cosh u) 
m m 
m 
where 2m(/s cosh u) is any cylinde r function . 
A complete solution of t he wave equation is then a linear combin-
ation of all the above solutions . Thus the expression for the electro •· 
magnetic fields of an antenna s ystem will contain these angular and 
radial Mathieu functions when elliptic cylinder coordinates are used . 
~-2 Radiation Patterns of Antenn a Elements 
Consider first , the dista n t field at P of a vertical current 
element at Q on the ellipse u = u 1 wit1out a reflecting cylinder 
~ee Fig . 30 . ) 1he d istant electri c field is proportional to 










FI GU RE 30 COORDINATE SYSTEM SHOWING REFLECTING CYLINDER (u=u
0
) 
AND ELLIPSE (u=u 1 ) UPON WHICH THE ANTENNAS ARE PLACED 
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Tt1e exponential term may be written as 
j ~p sine cos(cp-cp1) j ~ sin e(x1 cos cp+y1 sin cp) 
e ,: e 
Next transform to elliptic cylinde r coordinates 
j~c sin 8(cosh u1 cos V1 cos cp +sinh U1 sin V1 sincp) 
e 
This exponential function may be expanded in t o an infinite series of 
Mathieu functions . ( 12 ) Doing this, the distant electric field may be 
written as 
Ee(cp , 8) 
k sin e I(v) dv /8rr L~ j n ) 1- Je (s , cosh 
) N n 
u1 )Se (s,cos v1 )Se (s , cos cp) 
n n 
n=O l n 
+~Jo (s , cosh u1 )So (s , cos 




TI\ 2 (Den)2 N = 
n L Em m 
m 
I TI\ n 2 N = (Do ) 
n L m 
m 
s ( Be sin 8)2 
Thus the expression for the dis tan t field of a current element is 
considerably more complicated in elliptic cylinder coordinates than 
in circular cylinder coordinates 
In general, the distant fiel d of a small vertical dipole or loop 
with axis vertical located at Q1(u 1 ,v 1 ) may be expressed in the fol-
lowing form ( 4 8 ) 
E(cp , 8) 
Cl) 
I K1 L (j)n{.\iSen(s , cos v1 )Sen(s , cos cp) 
n=O 
+ f\iSon(s,cos v1 )Son(s cos cp)} (4-7) 
where a constant multiplier (jn 0 le- j~r/2~r) has been dropped . The 
coefficients K 1 , An , and Bn depend upon whether a dipole or loop is 
.. 
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considered .and whether or not a reflecting elliptic cylinder is present . 
(See Fi g , 30 ) For a vertical d ipole E becomes Ee, whereas E becomes 
Eq:> for a loop with a vertica l axis . The values of the coefficients are 
given in Table II . The surface of the reflecting cylinder is defined 
by u = u
0
• If the reflecting cylinder is not present, then the coef-
ficients en , dn, c~ , and d~ a re zero . The procedu r e for evaluating the 
above expression for the patte r n o f an antenna located at Q(u 1 ,v 1 ) is 
outlined in the paper by Sinclair . ( 4 B) 
The distant fields of d ipo l es or loops with circumferential or 
radial axis have not been consi dered because both Ee and Eq:> components 
are present in the distant fiel d As with the circular case , the 
patterns for the Ee and Eq:> components may not be specified independently 
~. 3 Pattern Synthesis 
The method of pattern syn t hesis which is presented below may be 
applied to an array of antennas on an ellipse either with or without a 
reflecting confocal elliptic cylinder . The antennas may be axial 
dipoles , loops , or slots in an ell i ptical cylinder. The pattern of a 
slot is the same as t he pattern o f a loop on the cylinder , provided the 
axis of the loop is in the same direction as the axis of the slot . 
As with the circular arra y it will be convenient to replace the 
antennas by a continuous curre nt sheet Then the total field at a 
distant point Pis given by 
( 1
,2n: 
E q:> , 8) = K1 
0 
ro 
I( v1) I (j )° {~Sen (s, cos 
n=O 
v1 )Sen(s , cos q:>) 
(4-8) 
Now the periodic function s Sem(s , cos v) and Som(s, cos v) con-
stitute a complete orthogonal se t on the interval Oto 2rr . That is , 
j
.2n: 
O Sei(s , cos v) Se j(s, cos v)dv 
J2n: 
Soi(s , cos v)Soj (s, cos v)dv 
0, 1 f J ( 4- 9) 
0 Ni , 1 J 
J2n: 
0 













- ~ sin 8 
_ ✓an: sin 8 
no 
- j ~ sin 8 
no 
e l = cosh u1 
e o = cosh Uo 
s2 2 , 2 8 s = c sin 
TABLE I I 
An 
( 2 ) 
Jen(s ,e1) + cnHen (s,~ 1) 
Nn 
( 2 ) 
Jen (s , e1) + c~Hen (s ,e 1) 
Nn 
1 
( 2) I 
NnHe
0 
( s , e 1 ) 
Jen(s ,e 0 ) 
C = -
( 2 ) n 
Hen (s ,e 0 ) 
I 
Jen ( s ' ea) 
C = n ( 2) I 
Hen (s , E0 ) 
Bn 
( 2) 









I (2) I 
NnHon (s ' e l) 
Jon(s , e 0 ) d = -n ( 2) 
Hon (s ,t 0 ) 
I 
I Jon(s ,e o) 
d = -n ( 2 ) I 
Hon (s , e O ) 
Then if we express the current on the e llipse u1 as 
OJ 
/ {IemSem(s , cos v 1 ) + IomSom(s , cos v1)} (4- 10) 
m=O 
the integral (4- 8) becomes 
OJ 
E(qi , 8 ) K1 Ien~ n en s , cos qi + on n non s , cos qi \L (j")n { N s ( ) I B N
1
S ( )} ( 4- 11) 
n=O 
Then fo r a prescribed pattern , E(qi , 80 ) , for the constant polar angle 80 , 
t he coefficients Ien and Ion may be evaluated by multiplying (4-11) by 
Sen(s , cos qi ) and Son(s , cos qi) respectively and integrating from qi= 0 
to 2rr , Thus 
J2rr qi) dqi O E(qi , 80)Sen(s ,cos 
Ien n 2 
Ki ( j ) ( Nn ) An 
(4-12) 
J27t qi) dqi 
Ion = 
O E(qi , 80)Son(s , cos 
n ' 2 
K1 (j) (Nn ) 8n 
The required current distribution is then obtained by using (4-10) and 
(4 - 12) . Since t he set of radial Mathieu functions is comple t e , this 
method of pattern synthesis may be applied to an ar b itrary pattern 
E(qi _80 ) provided that E(qi , 80 ) and its first derivative , dE(qi , 80) /d qi , 
are piecewise continuous with r espect to qi Also , the series (4-10) 
represent ing the current distributiori must be conver gent . 
As a simple example , let us find the current distribution on an 
ellipse required to produce a 11 fi gure-eight 11 pattern for 80 = 90° Tha t 
l S 
E(qi , 80 ) = cos qi . 
For the antenna system an array of axia l slots in an elliptical cylinder 
wil l be used Let the distance between the foci (2c) of t he cylinder 
be 0 . 95A and define the . elliptica l cylinder by u
0 
= 0 . 10 , which corres-
ponds to cosh u
0 
= 1.005 . (For a slot in a cylinder we have u1 = u0 . ) 
Then it follows that 2a = 0 . 955A and 2b = 0 . 095A , which gives a ratio 





sin 80 = 9 
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From (4-12) it is seen that the integrals 
J.2TC ( ) O cos (J) Sen s , cos (J) dq, 
will have to be evaluated 
Sen and Son there results 
By writing the series expansions (4-3) for 
j.2 TC ) 
0 
cos (J) Sen(s , cos (J) d(J) 
n odd J 
n even 
J'2TC 
O cos q> Son(s , cos q, )d q, 0 
Then Eqs ( 4-12) become 
n (2) 
(s , cosh U1) 
Ien 
TC De1 Hen 
n 
K1 (j) Nn 
for n odd 
Ien 0 for n even 
Io = n 0 for all it 
These expressions may be evaluated( 16 ) (the constant factor TC/K1 has 
been omitted) and substituted in (4- 10) to give 
I(v 1 ) = (0 . 0636 + j O 0329) Se 1 (9 , cos v 1 ) 
+ (- 0 04 70 + j 0 . 0012) Ses(9 , cos v1) 
Figure 31 gives the relative magnitude and phase of the required current 
distribution for the cos q> pattern plotted versus the elliptic angle v1 
As for the circular array , this continuous current distribution could 
be replaced by a finite number of axial slots on the elliptical cylinder 
Since the major axis is about one wavelength , five to six slots would be 
required . This approximate result is obtained by assuming that the 
antenna element spacing must be O 4 wavelength or less on the perimeter 
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F IGURE 31 I (v1) FOR Cos ~ RADIAT ION PATTERN FOR ELL IPTIC CYLINDER WI TH AXIAL SLOTS 
Other radiation patterns could be synthesized in a similar manner 
The integrations in Eqs (4-12) may be performed in a straight-forward 
manner if the given E(cp , 8 0 ) is expressed as a Fourier series Thus is 
would be possible to determine t he current distribution required for a 
Tchebycheff pattern . However , it would ,be difficult to define an 
optimum pattern because the series (4 - 10) representing the current 
distribution would have an infinite number of terms (For the circular 
array only N + 1 terms were requ{red for a TN pattern . ) For a practical 
antenna system only a finite num ber of terms would be used , Just how 
many to use would depend upo n how good of an approximation to the 
specified pattern is desired Al so as before , the number of antennas 
required to approximate the continuous current distribution would be 
proportional to the number of terms used in the series (4- 10) 
For the circular array , it was possible to demonstrate the approxi -
mate equivalence between a continuous current distribution and a certain 
number of antennas . For the elliptical array similar results should be 
obtained However , the complexity of the Mathieu functions seems to 
prohibit a straight - forward analogous mathematical demonstration 
~ - ~ Beam-co~phasal Current Excitation 
For some applications it migh t be necessary to design a broad band 
elliptical array to produce a rotatable beam pattern For example , such 
an antenna system might be used for a direction finder on an airplane or 
ship The simplest solution to t his problem would most likely be to use 
a beam-co - phasal current excitation The theory and results would be 
analogous to those for the beam-co-phasally excited circular array 
In this section an expression for the radiation pattern will be 
derived for a continuous ellipt i cal vertical current sheet with a 
uniform beam- co - phasal current excitation For a beam in the direction 
(cpo , 80) the ~urrent distribution wil l be given by 
I(v) = Ie- jSp sin 0o cos(cpo- cp1) ( 4- 13) 
From Eq . (4- 5) the distant field of a vertical current element located 
at (P , CfJ1) 
. j~p sin 8 cos(cp-cp1) 
E9(cp , 0) = K sin 8 I(v1) dv1e 
Then the distant field of the curren t sheet is given by 
Ee (cp , 0) KI sin 
( 4- 14) 
For 8 0o the exponential term ma y be rearranged to give 
2Q e . (cp- cp o) ( cp+cpo+n: j ~p sin O sin -
2





which after transforming to elliptic cylinder coordinates becomes 
cp cp cp+cpo +TT cp+cpo+TT 
8 . ( - o) r h (---)+ . h . (---)] j2~c sin O sin - 2
- Leos u1cos v 1cos 2 
sin u1sin v1sin 2 
e 
This exponential function may be expanded into an infinite series of 
Mathieu functions as before Thus we obtain 
ro 
KI v'8rr s rn 8 o J
.2rr \ . n ( 1 ( 
L J i - Jen s1 , cosh O lNn 
n=O 
which becomes after integration 
E9 (cr , 80) = 
Kiv'Brr sin 
where 
. ( cr-cro) 
s 1 = 2Bc sin 8 0 sin-·-
2 
( 4- 15) 
2n 
This series will converge quite rapidly due to the presence of the De0 
coefficients However , this expression is considerably more complicated 
than the corresponding expression for the beam-co-phasally excited 
circular array 
If a reflecting cylinder were used , then the expression for the 
pattern would be more complicated The techniques used by LePage and 
Harrington at Syracuse University ( SO ) for circular arrays might possibly 
be used to advantage on the ellipt ical array , however 
4- . 5 Summary 
The method of pattern synthesis for the elliptical array is ident -
ical to that for the circular array except that the trigonometric and 
Bessel functions are replaced by the angular and radial Mathieu func -
tions respectively . Theoretically , the latter functions are not much 
more complicated than the former functions . Practically , they are much 
harder to work with because of the limited number of tables of Mathieu 
functions which are available , At the present state of the art , in 
order to evaluate the Mathieu functions , it is necessary to express them 
as linear combinations of the trigonometric or Bessel functions , This 
tedious process makes it rather difficult to apply the above method of 
pattern synthesis to actual problems at the present time* 
*However, tables relating to Mathieu func t ions have recently become available both in book 
form• • and on punched IJJ.1 cards. This fact , combined with the prospect of more extensive tables 
being compiled should make future application of the method described quite practical . 
•• ·Tables Relating to Mathieu Functions " prepared by the Computation Laboratory of the National 
Applied Mathematics Laboratories , National Bureau of Standards, Columbia University, 1951. 
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An inherent disadvantage o f the elliptical array is its non -
symmetry For example , the req uired current distribution for a beam 
pattern is a function of the di rection of the beam The beam- co - phasal 
excitation given in Section 5 . 4 could be used to produce a r otatable 
beam pattern However , the shape of the beam would depend upon the 
direction of the beam and also upon the eccentricity of the elliptical 




V ARRAYS ON SIMPLE CLOSED SURFACES 
In the last two chapters a method of pattern synthesis has been 
given for an array of antennas placed on a coordinate surface of two 
common types of coordinate systems For each case the antennas are 
replaced by a continuous distribution of sources An orthogonal set of 
functions which are obtained from the solution of the scalar wave 
equation for the particular coordinate system are used to represent the 
current distribution It is then found that the radiation pattern is 
also expressed in terms of the same set of orthogonal functions Due 
to the orthogonality , the coefficients of the functions may he easily 
evaluated for a given radiation pattern In turn this allows the 
required current distribution to he determined merely by summing the 
set of functions The trigonometric functions were used for the cir• 
cular cylinder whereas the angular Mathieu functions were utilized for 
the elliptical cylinder 
This same technique may also be applied to an array of antennas 
placed on certain types of coordinate surfaces . such as a sphere a 
spheroid or an ellipsoid The practicability of the method will 
depend upon the complexity (and the availability of tables) of the 
wave functions which appear for the coordinate system For an el lip· 
soidal surface an ellipsoidal coordinate system< 12 > would be used for 
a spherical surface a spherical coordinate system would he required 
etc The synthesis method may he adapted only to coordinate surfaces 
for which the scalar wave equation is separable in the corresponding 
coordinate system There are eleven< 35 > such coordinate systems 
However the solutions of the wave equation for some of these systems 
have not been developed to the point where they may be easily applied 
In the following a method of pattern synthesis for the spherical 
array will be outlined The technique for the other types of surfaces 
would he the same although the resulting wave functions would he more 
complex 
At firs t thought it appears that these types of arrays are only of 
theoretical interest However . it will he shown that a spherical array 
can be designed to produce a pencil -beam pattern which could he quite 
useful for direction finding or radar applications with either sound 
or radio waves Since a guided missile may he quite similar to a 
prolate spheroid it might be advisable to apply this method of pattern 
synthesis to the antenna problems connected with a guided missile 
In order to illustrate the method only isotropic sources will be 
cons idered below 
5.1 Pattern Synthesis for the Spherical Array 
As before let us first consider the distant field at P of an 
isotropic source located at Q as indicated in Fig 32 The distant 
field w(~ 0) is equal to (a constant factor has been dropped) 
(5 1) 
where I represents the relative excitation of the sour'ce The ex-
ponential factor may be expanded into a series of spherical surface 
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harmonics <12 > giving 
\JI( cp . e) 
(X) 
I I (j)° (2n +l) Jn ((3r 1 ) 
n =O 
(n-m)! p: (cos (3) p: (cos 0) 
(n +m) ! 
where Jn ((3r 1 ) is a spherical Bessel function defined by 









As before,j without a subscript is used to represent A 
are the associated Legendre polynomials and a re given by 
m 
The Pn (n) 
If the source at Q is not isotropic then the coefficients of the 
series (5·2) will be different but the general form wi ll be the same 
If an electromagnetic source is used , then it will not be isotropic 
and also the orientation of th e source and the pol ar i za tion of the 
distant field will have to be taken into account The patterns of 
antenna elements near a conduc t ing sphere may be obtained from the 
general theory of diffraction of a plane wave by a spherical object 
such as given by Stratton 112 ) Aden 119 ) g ives a comprehensive survey 
and bibliography of this diffraction problem . The pattern is ob -
tained by making use of the reciprocity theorem in the same manner as 
Carter ( 29 ) and Si ncl air l 48) used 
Consi der now an array of isotrop ic sources located on the surface 
of an imaginary sphere of radius p1 Let the elements be replaced by 
a continuous distribution , I(a ~) . of sources The total distant field 
i s then obtained by integrati~g over the surface of the sphere . 
(X) 
w(cp , 8) -
0 0 
I(a , ~) L (j)n (2n + 1) Jn (~r 1 ) · 
n '-' 0 
The 
\ E (n- m) ! 
{ 
n 
L m(n +m) ! 
m :. 0 
spherical surface 
functions on a sphere 
harmonics form a complete 
The relat i ons 
n I 1 J { 0 m m Pn ( n) P1 ( n ) dn =- _2_ (n+m) ! 






and the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions sin mcp and cos mcp 
i n sure t hat the s u r face 1-.a rmonics are orthogonal 
Thus , if we express the source distribution as 










[anm cos ma + bnm s in ma] Pn (cos ~) 
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( 5 .. 4) 
and substitute this 1n (5- 3) we obtain 
CJ) 
\\IC cp . 0 > L 





( 5 · 5) 
Now an arbitrary function f(cp , 0) which together with a l l its fir s t 
and second derivatives is continuous can be represented by an absolutely 
convergent series of surface harmonics Thus if the given pattern 
\\f(cp 0) satisfies these conditions the coefficients anm and bnm are 
determined by 
(2n + l)(n - m)! Em 
8 TC 2 ( j ) n j n ( ~r 1 ) ( n +m ) ! 
( 2TC !TC 




) co_ s mcp 
0)Pn(cos sin 
Sl.D mcp 
0 d8 dcp 
( 5 ·6,) 
Then the continuous source distribution I(a , ~) on the sphere . r r 1 , 
may be determined from (5 - 4) 
It will be noticed that the method of pattern synthesis for the 
spherical array is quite similar to that used for the circular and 
elliptical arrays with one exception For the latter the pattern for 
one constant polar angle only was synthesized whereas for a spherical 
array a complete spatial pattern may be synthesized 
Much of the general theory of pattern synthesis given in the pre -
vious chapters could be easily applied to the spherical array with only 
a slight modification For example , it should be possible to show the 
approximate equivalence , as far as the radiation pattern is affected . 
between a continuous source distribution and a certain number of radi 
ating elements There are many different ways in which the elements 
could be distributed on the sphere . 
5,2 The Tchebycheff Pencil-Beam Pattern 
As an example of the method let us find the source distribution 
required to produce a pencil beam pattern with equal side lobes . As 
with the circular array the pattern may be obtained from the Tchebycheff 
polynomial Let the beam be in the dire ction of the z ~ axis (8 = 0) 
Then define the pattern by 
\\f(cp , 0) = TN (a cos 8 + b) ( 5-7) 
where a and bare determined in the same manner as for the circular 
array That is , TN = R when 8 = 0° and ITNI = 1 when 8 = 180 ° This 
will give a beam of strength R in the direction 0 : 0 and the side lobes 
will all have unit magnitude . 
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From Appendix I it is seen that the Tchebycheff pattern may be 
written as 
N 
\ BN q 
L q X 
q = 0 
where x ~ cos 8 and the B' s are functions of a and band are given in 
the Appendix Now , Byerly( l) has shown that a terminating power series 
may be written as a series of Legendre polynomials Thus 
( 5- 8) 
where 
IBN + (n+l) (n+2) RN +
2 
+ (n+l)(n+2)(n+3)(n +4) BN 
L n 2 · (2n +3) 11 2 •4(2n +3)(2n +5) n+4 
+ • 0,] 
The coefficients anm and bnm may be evaluated by equating (5--8)to 
( 5-5) which results in 
~ 
~ ano -- n (jt j n ('3r 1) 4rr 
anm 0 for m I o 
bnm = 0 for all n and m 
The required source distribution is then given by 
N 
I( a '3) 
\ -- L Pn (cos '3) 
n - 0 
N 
( 5. 9) 
As with the circular array it is necessary to chose the radius of the 
sphere large enough so that the super .. gain effects do not appear This 
could be done by considering the convergence of the spherical Bessel 
function j n ( '3r1) . 
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If the beam was desired in a direction other than -along the z axis , 
the TN pattern would be written as a more general series of surface 
harmonics This can be accomplished by applying the addition theorem(S) 
to the Legendre polynomials in (5- 8) 
5.3 Summary 
A method of pattern synthesis for the spherical array has been 
briefly outlined , The technique for a spheroidal a~ray would be the 
same except that the spheroidal wave functions would be used These 
functions are simply linear combinations of the spherical wave functions 
However , it is considerably more difficult to work with the spheroidal 
wave functions because of the limited scope of the available tables 
The synthesis method may also be applied to the e•llipsoidal array and 
perhaps to arrays on other closed coordinate surfaces in a coordinate 
system for which the scalar wave equation is separable 
The added complexity introduced by the orientation and the polari -· 
zation of the distant field of an antenna has been avoided by con -
sidering only isotropic sources If the antennas on the surface of a 
sphere were all oriented in the same direction (for example , they might 
all be parallel to the z axis) and a fixed pattern were desired , then 
it would be quite simple to take into account the polarization of the 
distant field in the synthesis problem On the other hand , it might 
be desirable to change the direction of the pattern of a fixed array by 
a suitable commutation of the antenna currents If the antennas were 
tangential or perpendicular to the surface of the sphere , it would then 
be very difficult to take the orientation and the polarization into 
account in the pattern synthesis 
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VI CONCLUSION 
The conclusions concerning the methods of pattern synthesis for the 
various types of antenna systems have been given in the summaries of the 
individual chapters and will not be repeated here We have seen that 
the pattern synthesis problem may become quite difficult except for the 
simpler types of antenna systems Several methods of attack are avail -
able for the simplest type , the linear array , which has been investi-
gated extensively The theory of the plane aperture has advanced to 
the state where it is possible to apply many of the linear array tech-
niques The polynomial formulation is especially helpful Although 
more complicated , it is possible to synthesize patterns for the circular, 
elliptical , and spherical arrays in a straightforward manner Much of 
the pattern theory for the linear array and plane aperture may be 
applied to these arrays 
The Fourier transform approach to the plane aperture is intriguing 
It may be shown that the linear array is simply a special case of the 
aperture The pattern and current distribution for the circular array 
can also be related by a pair of transforms The transforms are simple 
integrals over the angular range Oto 2rr It seems likely that it 
should be possible to relate the pattern and current distribution by a 
pair of transforms for other types of antenna systems such as parabolic 
surface It is quite possible that the resulting transform would be one 
of many which have been investigated by the mathematicians 
Throughout this work , we have been concerned only with the deter -
mination of the actual antenna currents Even if the required currents 
are known , it is sometimes a very difficult task to design antenna 
feeding networks and matching sections so that these currents are 
obtained I f i t is necessary to take into account the self and mutual 
impedances of the antennas , the problem is even more complicated The 
ultimate in the pattern synthesis problem would be to determine the 
complete antenna design in one operation This objective might be 
approached by combining the synthesis methods for circuits and for 
antenna arrays 
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VII . APPEND ICES 
.. so. 
APPENDIX I 
From Eqs . (2 -17) and (2 -18) 

















m m m-k k 
Z (k)(ax) b 
k=O 
n 2q 2n 2 2 k k 
T ( x) = Z Z A
2 
q ( q) (ax) q- b 
2n q=O k=O k 
T (x) 
2n- l 
n 2q-l 2n-l 2q- l 2q-k-l k 
Z Z A ( k ) (ax) b 
q=l k=O 2q-l 
(°) - --=n..__! __ 
k k ! (n-k)! 
By regrouping the terms and substituting for the A' s , the follow -
ing equations are obtained . 
n 2n 2q n B 2n 2q-l 
T
2
n(x) = Z B x + Z x 
q=O 2q q=l 2q-l 
T2n-l (x) 
n 2n- l 2q-l n-l 2n-l 2q 
ZB X +ZB X 




n-p ip-1 b 2(p-q) 2q 
B2q = z 1} 2n{n + Q - 1}! 
a 





2p-l 2(p-q)+l 2q-l 
B z 1) 2n(n + p - 2 b a 













n-p 2p-2 2(p-q ) 
(- 1) (2n - l)(n + p - 2)! 2 b 
(n - p)! (2p- 2q)! (2q- 1)! 
·2q- l 
a 
n-p 2p-2 2(p-q)-l 2q 
( - 1 ) ( 2n - 1 ) ( n + p - 2 ) ! 2 b a 
( n - p) ! ( 2p - 2q - 1) ! ( 2q) ! 
( 3) 
X 
Thus , the Tchebycheff polynomia l is expressed as a power series in 
cos~ Now substitute the expansions( 4 J 
2p 
cos ~ __ L_ ~ Ep-m (2P) cos (2p - 2m)~ 
2
2p- l m=O 2 m 
2p-l _ l _ ._ 
p-1 
( 2p- l) cos ~ I cos 
2p-2 m=O m 2 
1 fo r p - m 0 
where Ep-m 2 for -1:. 0 p - m 








































( 2s ) 
s-q 
( 2s ) 
s - q 
(2p - 2m - 1 )~ 
( 4) 
( 5) 
The expressions (3) may be substituted for the B' s above if desired 
Thus , the coefficients of the Fourie r series for TN may be evaluated by 
using (3) , (4) , and (5) This is an exact finite Fourier series repre -
sentation of TN 
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N 
For small values of N, it 1s a simple task to evaluate the C ' s 1n 
n 
terms of a and b However , if N is doubled , the labor is quadrupled , so 
that for large N (such as 20 or more) the procedure is quite laborious 
For large Nit would probably be easier to use numerical methods of 
Fourier analysis N 




The Fourier coefficients for the Tchebycheff patterns , T2 to Ts, 












c~ 3b + 4b 3 + 
c~ 3a + 12b2 a 
c~ 6ba2 
c: 3 a 
pattern 
6ba 2 
+ 3a 3 
c~ 1 - 8b 2 + 8b 4 - 4a 2 + 24a 2 b2 + 3a 4 
c: 16ab + 32ab 3 + 24a 3 b 
c; 4a2 + 24a 2 b2 + 4a 4 
c; 8a3 b 
c~ 4 a 
pattern 
c~ Sb 206 3 + 166 5 - 30ba 2 + 8b 3 a2 + 30a 4 b 
c: Sa 606 2 a + 80b 4 a - lSa 3 + 120b2 a3 + 10a5 
c~ 30ba2 + 80b3 a2 + 40a 4 b 
c; Sa 3 + 40b 2 a 3 + Sa 5 
c: 10a 4 b 
c: 5 a 
T6 pattern 
cg 1 + l8b2 - 48b 4 + 32b6 + 9a2 - 144b2 a2 + 240b4 a2 - 18a 4 
+ 180b2 a 4 + 10a 6 
C~ 36ba - 192b
3





3 3 3 5 48ba + 160b a + 60ba 




+ 840b3 a 4 + 140ba 8 
c; - 7a + l68b 2 a - 560b 4 a + 448b 8 a + 42a 3 - 840b 2 a3 + 1680b4 a3 
- 70a 5 + 840h2 a 5 + 35a 7 
T8 pattern 
c~ 
84ba2 - 560b3 a2 + 672b5 a2 - 280ba 4 + 1120b3 a 4 + 210ba 8 
14a3 - 280b2 a9 + 560b4 a8 - 35a5 + 420b2 a5 + 2la 7 
70ba 4 + 280b 3 a4 + 84ba8 




1 - 3262 + 160b4 - 25668 + 128b8 - 16a2 + 480b 2 a2 - 192064 a2 
6 2 4 2 4 4 4 6 2 6 8 + 17926 a + 60a - 1440b a + 33606 a - 80a + 1120b a + 35a 
3 5 7 3 33 53 - 64ba + 640b a - 1536b a + 1024b a+ 480ba - 38406 a + 5376b a 
- 960ba 5 + 4480b3 a5 + 560ba 7 
~ - 16a2 + 
- 120a 6 
480h2 a 2 - 1920b4 a2 + 1792b6 a2 + 80a 4 - 1920b2 a4 + 4480b 4 a4 
+ l680b2 a6 + 56a 8 
C: = 160ba 3 33 5 3 5 35 7 1280b a + 1792b a - 480ba + 2240b a + 336ba 
c! 20a4 - 480h2 a4 + 112064 a4 - 48a 6 + 672b2 a6 + 28a 8 
8 5 3 5 7 C5 - - 96ba + 448b a + 112ba 






The expressions for the radiation field at P of a small antenna 
element at the point Q on a circle of radius P2 (see Fig 15) are of the 
general form* given below 




E~ = IK2 L En(j) [~ cos n(~ - a)+ n D sin n(~ - a)] 
n=0 n 
where the constant multiplier (jn 0 le_j~r/2Ar) has been dropped no is 
the characteristic impedance of free space and 1 .is the effective length 
of the antenna element The coefficients K1 , K2 , An , Cn , and On are 
listed in Table III The radius of the cylinder is given by P1 If the 
cylinder is not present , then P1 = 0 and also en= c~ = 0. 
The expression for the pattern of an axial slot in a cylinder is 
the same as the expression for the pattern of a loop with the axis 
radial on the surface of the cylinder Thus , by letting p1 = p2 , the 
expressions for an axial slot may be obtained . The expressions for a 
transverse slot may be obtained in a similar manner The simplified 
equations given in the table for the slots are obtained by making use 
of the relations 
and 
J (w) N 
n n 




*George Sinclair , ' The Patterns of Antennas Located Near Cylinders of Elliptical Cross Section, " 
Pr oc. I . R.E . vol , 39 , pp 660-668 , June , 1951 . The equations referred to are due to P . S. Carter, 








Radial dipole -j cos 0 
Circumferential j cos 0 
dipole w 
Axial -dipole - sin 0 
Loop with axis - _l_ 
radial j½w 
Loop with axis - _l_ 
circumferential j½ 
Loop with axis 0 
axial 
Transverse slot 2 
j½n:w 
Axial Slot 0 




J . ( 2) ' J ' (w) + c H (w) 
w n n n 
- J 0 
0 -
(2) 
J (w) + c H (w) 
n nn 
j cos 0 
- 0 
½ 
j cos 0 ( 2) I 
J'(w) + c H (w) 
Zow n n n 
- sin 0 0 
½ 
j 2 cos 0 1 
rrZow2 ( 2) 1\i . (w) 
-2 sin 0 0 
TI½w 
C 
J (Sp sin 0) 
n 1 
n (2) 





J (w)+c H (w) 
n n n 
0 
( 2) 












I I (2) I 
J (w)+c H (w) 
n n n 
0 
/ ) / ( 2) I ( ) J (w +c H w 
n n n 
0 
I (2) 
J (w)+c H (w) 





J' (Sp sin 0) 
n 1 
( 2) I 
H (Sp sin 0) 
n 1 
Dn 
( . (2) 
J w)+c 'H (w) 







J (w)+c H (w) 
n n n 
0 
1 




The i nef f icient current distribution for the Te pattern (see 
Fig . 18) is due to the relatively large values of l 5 and particularly le 
N 
The I ' s are proportional to C / F Now , for normal side lobe levels , 
n n n 
the cN •s for a particular N are all of the same order of magnitude . 
n 
Therefore , the F ' s will have the most effect on the magnitudes of the 
n 
I ' s Consider t he ma gnitudes of the F ' s for the simple case of a 
n n 
vertical antenna on a circle Then 
n 
F = (j) J ( Sp sin 0
0
) 
n n 2 
Figure 33 shows J (3) and J (6 ) , which correspond approximately to 
n n 
p = 0 49A and p = O. 98A for 80 = 90° , plotted vs n . As n increases , 
2 2 
J (p) oscillates for several (depending on p) cycles and then rapidly 
n 
approac hes zero . The minimum integer , K, for which J (p) < 0 . 05 for 
n 
n > K is a function of p and is shown in Fi g 34 . This value of K holds , 




, 0o) ' s if we 
l e t SP
2 
sin 00 = p , i e , Fn < 0 05 if n > Kand K is determined from 
Fi g 34 . Then , if we use the TN pattern for a circular array where 
N = K, t he coefficients Fn will usually* be of the same order of mag-
nitude which will in turn make the In ' s all of the same order of ma g-
nitude The choice of 0 . 05 is not critical , For a particular design 
it may be advisable to make N slightly smaller or larger than K 
•The exceptions to this occur when F n ~ 0 ·for n < N. For example , Jn ( 6. 15) ~ 0 when n = 3 and 
I3 is then relatively large. Physically this means that a cos 3a current distribution produces 
a relatively small distant field . This can be avoided by changing P2 or, on the ot her hand , by 















( 1\.- I I ~ Jn (3) 
I \ :,,,.--.. I". I 
l'x '\ l'\._....-Jn ( 6 ) 
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- cos a 
2 sin~ cos (a - ~ - IT) 
2 2 2 
n 
E j J ( 2f3p 
n n 2 
sin ~)cos n(a - ~ - IT) 
2 2 2 





The field of M antennas is given by 
M 2npn ro 2np 
E(cp , 0) . = kf(0) 2'. I cos 2'. E F (p , p , 8) cos m(cp - -) 
p=l n M m=0 m m 1 2 M 
(1 ) 
Then substitute the exponential forms for the cosine terms to obtain 
kf(G)I M I j2npn - j2rrp~ .,. ro jm(cp- 2rrp) 
E ( cp ' e) n L Le M + e M J ~ F ( p ' p ' e) e M 
2 p=l m= - oo m 1 2 
Next , the order of summation may be changed , giving 
+ro M [ j2rtp(n-ml - j2rtp(n+m~ 
E(cp , 8) 
kf(8 )In 
2'. F (p , P 0) 
jmcp 










m=- oo m 1 2 












420 2 it is found that 
. .tM:Ll.l (n-m )rt 
rr{n - m) J M 




rr.{n + m) e M 
7t ( n....±._m)_ 
M 
Now n and mare integers so that 
srn n(n - m) sin rr(n .,. m) = 0 
Therefore the sums (3) are zero unless 





which cause equations (3) to take the indeterminate form 0/0 Equations 
(4) are satisfied if 
m = n - q M or m -(n - q M) 
1 2 
















+ F ( M) ( p , p , 8) - n- q 1 2 
e -j (n-qM)cpJ 
which gives the desired result 
{- 00 
E(cp , 8) kf(8)I M r F M(p , P , 8) cos (n - qM)cp _ 
n n- q 1 2 q=- oo 
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